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The Power Hour Album is a drinking game.

TO PLAY THE GAME: Start the music and take a shot of 
beer every time the song changes. Everybody wins!

A message from Ali: I promote GETTING stupid but don't BE stupid. Partying is cool but harming yourself is not.
A message from Binge Responsibly, LLC: Don't drink and drive. Don't drink and operate heavy machinery, dangerous equipment or 
tools. Don't mix alcohol and medications. Don't drink and perform any task which generally requires good judgment. The artist 
expressly disclaims responsibility for any adverse effects that may result from the use or application of this product.



42 Power Nap
This is your 60 seconds / To kill the yawns / I'll shut it / You sleep 
a bit

43 Fill It Up Again
What do you do when you finish your drink? / Don't sit there and 
think / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / Is that glass empty? / As 
soon as you get a hand free / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / Now 
say it with me / If you all agree / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / 
While you're busy chanting / That guy just spilled his Yuengling / Fill 
it up again / Fill it up again / So tell me one more time / What's 
that helpful line? / Fill it up again / Fill it up again

44 Salute to Lightweights
(The big guys drink harder) / You can eat before / You can alternate 
with water / No matter what you do / The big guys drink harder / 
Keeping up with tanks is hard to do / So little guys we salute you / 
Lightweights  / Lightweights / (The big guys drink harder) / We'll 
pretend that you're / Not only using half that shot glass / It's kind 
of tough / When you weigh less than a six pack / Keeping up with 
tanks is hard to do / So little guys we salute you / Lightweights / 
Lightweights / (The big guys drink harder)

45 Refill Right After You Drink
I find this song to be / A way to give you wisdom that was given 
to me / A veteran told me what I was doing wrong / So now I'm 
gonna pass this tip along / Refill right after you drink / Then the foam 
has time to settle / Oh refill right after you drink / Or you'll end up 
feeling too full / 90 ounces of beer is a lot / Especially with all that 
foam on top / Your stomach will get full to fast / So listen to me if 
you want to last / Refill right after you drink / Then the foam has 
time to settle / Oh refill right after you drink / Or you'll end up 
feeling too full

46 S Curve Jig
If an officer of the law makes you walk the line / Just give him a 
taste of your dancing divine / It's really easy. Just try to walk 
straight / Inevitably S curves are your fate / It is the S curve jig / 
It is the S curve jig / As you're walking down the street / Just trying 
to play it cool and think you're discreet / Everyone can plainly tell 
/ And it's not only 'cause you fell / It is the S curve jig / It is the 
S curve jig

47 Efficient Drinking
Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even blinking / Efficient 
drinking / If you let your body sober up / While you're sitting sipping 
on that cup / You're not being cost effective / Keep your eye on 
the objective / Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even 
blinking / Efficient drinking / Metabolizing is a waste of time and 
money / Not to mention all of those calories / So until you're rolling 

in it like a rockstar / The smart choice is to be drinking like a 
rockstar / Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even blinking 
/ Efficient drinking 

48 Alcohol Is My Anti-Drug
Substance abuse is terrible kid / Especially the stuff our government 
forbids / Let me tell you drugs are dangerous / You can hurt yourself 
if you're careless / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh / Alcohol is my 
anti-drug / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh Oh Oh Oh Oh/ Take all that 
energy and do something safe / Skip all the pot and have a beer in 
place / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh / Alcohol is my anti-drug

49 Shots In the Shower
When you're soaping up grab that can and pop it / They should 
make liquor on a rope so you can't drop it / Why get clean when 
you're sober? / And in the morning it helps you fight that hangover 
/ It's the best way to start the day / Shots in the shower / Shots in 
the shower / It's the best way to start the day / Shots in the shower 
/ Shots in the shower / Shots in the shower

50 My Liver Hurts

51 Sandwich In a Can
To finish this game you have to be / Very, very hungry / You don't 
need a lunch that is for real / One can is a meal / Ooo Oh Ooo Ah, 
Ooo Oh Ooo Oh Ah / Ooo Oh Ooo Ah, Ooo Oh Ooo Oh Ah / 
Sandwich in a can / Sandwich in a can / Sandwich in a can / 
Sandwich in a can

52 Cheers for No Reason
Everybody cheers for no reason / Lift it up. Cheers for no reason / 
Come on now cheers for no reason / Raise you glass and cheers for 
no reason / Cheers, here's to absolutely nothing / Cheers, here's to 
absolutely nothing / On three everybody raise your glass / Now one, 
two, three / Everybody cheers for no reason / Lift it up. Cheers for 
no reason / Come on now cheers for no reason / Raise you glass 
and cheers for no reason / La la la la la / On three everybody raise 
your glass / Now one, two, three

53 Build a Beeramid
Everybody build a beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid /  
Everybody get together / Let's build a giant sculpture / Everybody 
build a beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid / By now there's 
enough empties / To make one taller than me / Everybody build a 
beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid

54 Song In the Key of an Empty
(Come on play it for me) / I wrote this song in G with one intent / 
To turn your empty bottle into an instrument / This song was made 
for you to join in / Empty that 12-ounce bottle and blow in / This is 
the song in the key of an empty / So why don't you help me / This 

is the song in the key of an empty / That bottle plays a G / This is 
the song in the key of an empty / Come on and play with me / 
This is the song in the key of an empty / Come on play your empty

55 Bar Fight
I think that guy just looked at you funny / Someone walked away 
with your money / Come on I'm trying to incite / Bar fight / 
Someone stepped on your shoe / Bumped your arm and made you 
spill your brew / Grab that bottle and give it a crack / Make your 
girlfriend have to hold you back / Come on I'm trying to incite / Bar 
fight / Make sure your opponent has a crew / More guys to beat 
the crap out of you / Don't make me go back to the spot / The 
song "It Sounds Like a Good Idea But It's Not" / Bar fight

56 You Won't Remember This Song
At this point your memory is gone / You won't remember this song 
/ I could screw it up and sing it all wrong / You won't remember this 
song / I could even do grammar wrong / You won't remember this 
song / It doesn't even have to rhyme / You won't remember 
this song

57 This Song Drunk
Uh, ho, one, two, three, four / I wrote this song drunk / I might be 
playing this song drunk / You're probably hearing this song drunk / 
Mmm this song drunk / Come on, oh yeah, now don't you think it's 
fitting / That I would write a song when I've been drinking / 'Cause 
this right here it is a power hour / And you're drunk, too / I wrote 
this song drunk / Something this song drunk / La la this song drunk 
/ Mmm this song drunk / Now don't you dare go trying this at home 
/ Just leave drunk art to trained professionals / 'Cause I thought this 
would help me be creative / But I was wrong / I wrote this song 
drunk / You are this song drunk / This is this song drunk / Mmm this 
song drunk

58 You're Almost There
You're almost there / So don't despair / Two more shots if you 
weren't aware / You must feel like a millionaire / Will you finish if 
you dare? / Any more shots you cannot bear / And to finish up 
you're trying to share / To have to drink so much isn't fair / You 
didn't think you had a prayer / And if you cheat no one will care / 
If you missed a shot you're unaware / You don't look drunk I swear 
/ Don't look at others to compare / To get this far is really rare / 
It's 90 ounces total so beware / Now go ahead and fix your hair / 
Is that what you're gonna wear? / Because you must prepare / To 
go out into the night air / Or maybe just pass out right there / All 
you can do is sit and stare / Just don't fall out of your chair / You're 
almost there

59 But You Drink Instead
Sometimes you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you 
have a ______ but you drink instead / Kid, project due, prescription 
to take / Career, need to shower, phone call to make / Sometimes 
you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you have a 
______ but you drink instead / Bill to pay, dog to walk, family reunion 
/ Yard to mow, meal to eat, something that's not fun / Sometimes 
you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you have a 
______ but you drink instead

60 The End
Congratulations! The end / Feel free to start again / Congratulations! 
The end / Congratulations! The end / Feel free to start again / 
Congratulations! The end

better / Imagine playing this game with Guinness / And that's why I 
have to thank goodness / For light beer / It's almost clear / And 
you can drink more / Before you hit the floor / Keg stands with dark 
ales wouldn't be as fun I think / Why party with booze your grandpa 
likes to drink? / If your beer's as thick as syrup you have to drink 
less / And that's why I have to thank goodness / For light beer / 
It's almost clear / And you can drink more / Before you hit 
the floor

27 Text Someone That's Not Here
It's that time you start feeling a little weird / Go ahead and text 
someone that's not here / What better way for you to waste ten 
cents? / Just make sure you don't send to your parents / Type what 
you're thinking and then hit send / It's OK if you spelled "of" with a 
colon / Go ahead and text someone that's not here / Who needs 
home keys when you've got a thumb? / Let's just hope T9 predicts 
the right one / Or maybe send some swear words to your ex / Or 
tell your friend you're at "clip drinking hand concept" / Go ahead 
and text someone that's not here

28 Truth Serum
Honesty seems to be so easy with booze / Though I think people 
would tell the truth if you secretly gave them O'Doul's / Either way 
drinking's a good excuse to tell the truth / Maybe you do look fat 
in that / Or I hooked up with your roommate Matt / It was actually 
me that killed the cat / Of course I can tell your boobs are fake / 
That vegetarian meal was actually steak / This relationship sucks. I 
need a break / I kind of think Mickey Mouse is hot / And Kenny G 
is my weak spot / I watch porn a whole lot / If you want the facts 
from your friends then beer 'em / 'Cause alcohol is truth serum

29 This Frat Sucks
No matter where you're at / This chant's appropriate / THIS FRAT 
SUCKS / THIS FRAT SUCKS / If the music stops awkwardly / Tell the DJ 
angrily / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS FRAT SUCKS / Well you are singing 
along / And then something goes wrong / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS FRAT 
SUCKS / Weddings, office parties, church / There's no wrong place to 
use these words / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS frat . . . sucks . . . / Come 
on, really? /  This frat sucks

30 Halfway
You're halfway! / You're halfway! / You're halfway! / You're 
halfway! / You're halfway! / You're halfway!

31 These Songs Keep Getting Faster
Remember back at the beginning / Sixty seconds seemed so long / 
And you'd sit there waiting / Just to move to the next song / But 
then the minutes passed and / I kept on singing / And funny now it 
seems that / Everyone is thinking / These songs keep getting faster 
/ That was not a minute long / By the time you've filled your shot 
glass / You're already on to the next song / I swear I'm not 
changing / And starting a new song before the minute's through / 
But maybe you shouldn't trust me / And maybe it's true / These 
songs keep getting faster / That was not a minute long / By the time 
you've filled your shot glass / You're already on to the next song / 
So time is disappearing / As you finish this hour of power / And that's 
the mystery of / Going zero to sixty in one hour / These songs keep 
getting faster

32 If You're Wasted and You Know It
If you're wasted and you know it you're not wasted / If you're 

wasted and you know it you're not wasted / If you're really truly 
gone / You will think that nothing's wrong / If you really think you're 
drunk you're probably wrong / If you're smashed and you know it 
you should drink / If you're smashed and you know it you should 
drink / If you're actually that cranked / You will think that you're a 
tank / And you'll tell your friends that you have barely drank / If 
you're slammed and you know it you're not slammed / If you're 
slammed and you know it you're not slammed / If you could blow 
a two / You will probably have no clue / So if you think you're 
slammed finish your brew / If you're wrecked and you know it 
you're probably wrong / If you're wrecked and you know it you're 
probably wrong / Looking back tomorrow / Is the only way to know 
/ And you probably won't remember I told you so

33 Liquid Blank
If it's cold out and you don't like it / Take another shot for a liquid 
blanket / Or maybe it's wet out and you're not a rain kind of fellow 
/ Then finish your beer. You'll need a liquid umbrella / You're really 
drunk but you've got to travel far / Turn that feeling into a liquid car 
/ Or you're outside and the snow is falling on your head / Thank 
goodness you've got that liquid sled / If you're almost passing out 
you won't hit the cement and say, "ouch" / 'Cause you can lay 
yourself down on that liquid couch / So you're not that strong but 
you want a tough guy badge / Take a l i tt le sip of that 
liquid courage

34 Break the Seal
It's a puzzle that just drinking down a small ounce one by one / 
Could completely fill your bladder long before the hour's done / You 
can't bear to miss the action, will not leave and miss a song / But 
you find that you can only really hold it for so long / Did you make 
it to the bathroom or is your seat a little wet? / What I really want 
to know is did you break the seal yet? / If you didn't break it yet 
you're holding out cause when you do / You know you'll go 20 more 
times before the hour's through / And that can get risky cause when 
you run to the pot / You can only spend a minute there or else you'll 
miss a shot / Perhaps you haven't gone cause you're trying to win 
a bet / Have you given up your wager? Did you break the 
seal yet?

35 Instrumental

36 One Chord for One Shot
This is my one chord. It's for your one shot / I used to know some 
others but I guess I forgot / This is my one chord. It's for your one 
shot / It's pretty simple. I play. You drink a lot / This is my one 
chord. It's for your one shot 

37 Do the BAC
Here we go now / Come on now / Hey, hey, get moving / Do the 
BAC, come on / Just put that shot down / Balance yourself now / I 
want to see you / Do the BAC, come on / You ready for the BAC? 

/ Come on follow me / Step left, right, left, right / Lift you foot and 
touch your nose, come on / Left, right, heel to toe and / Lift your 
foot and touch your nose / Keep it going now / Come on now show 
me how you / Do the BAC, come on / Just put that shot down / 
Balance yourself now / I want to see you / Do the BAC, come on / 
Let me see you walk that line now / Show me how you do it on 
one foot / Tilt your head back / Tilt your head back / Freeze / Clap 
your hands now

38 Fill It to the Brim
Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it / Fill, 
Fill, Fill it / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it to the 
brim / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / 
Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to 
the brim

39 39th Song
It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing along? / It's the 39th song 
/ Why don't you sing along? / Choosing this number was arbitrary / 
Marking this spot is not necessary / It's the 39th song / Why don't 
you sing along? / There's 38 behind and 21 left until I'm out / But I 
had to fill some space so here's what this song's about / It's the 
39th song / Why don't you sing along? / In case you wondered it's 
XXXIX in Roman numerals / And by now you can tell I'm really 
stretching for material / It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing 
along? / It's what? It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing along?

40 Five Caps
Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by now / Yo ho yo ho / 
You should have five caps by now / Everybody search the ground / 
Hold up all the caps you've found / Everybody search the floor / 
You should find five caps or more / Miller, Yuengling, Bud or Coors / 
If you've got five caps and they're all yours / Then props to you. 
You're on the right track / Reach over your shoulder and pat your 
own back / If four is all you find / You're just a bit behind / Don't 
you worry. Do not fret / This hour's not quite over yet / If you've 
got three or two or one / I'll tell you what needs to be done / Chug 
a beer. Chug a beer. Chug a beer. Chug a beer / Catch up before 
the last song is here / Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by 
now / Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by now

41 Ode to Everyone Underage
This is the ode to everyone underage / The thought is making me 
want to bring back prohibition / The fruits are always better when 
they're forbidden / Now tell me where is the fun of sneaking around 
/ When getting wrecked is totally allowed / This is the ode to 
everyone underage / Enjoy it now cause 21 creeps up on you quickly 
/ Then you get booze at a store. Man, that's way too easy / Right 
now you're looking shifty, acting like nothing's wrong / Hey everyone 
underage, don't sing along / This is the ode to everyone underage

14 Clean Up That Spill
It's inevitable when you play this game / By now someone's 
knocked their bottle down / I know some people that are so bad / 
They'd be better off with a tarp following them around / So get out 
the paper towels / Or toilet paper or Kleenex / Or Fido or your 
friend's sweatshirt / And sop it up / But don't care that much / Only 
do it well enough so no one slips and gets hurt / Clean up that spill 

/ Yeah I'm talking to you / What you think no one noticed? / Clean 
your friend's pants first / Then work on the floor / Clean up that spill

15 People Drinking Boone's
I already said that one is done for our 12-ounce friends / So to the 
Boone's drinkers this song I send / People drinking Boone's / Crack 
open another / People drinking Boone's / One bottle is done / I've 
tried a lot drinks and what I've found is / Nothing says class like 22 
ounces / You know it's good 'cause when you spill it it stains your 
hand / You won't get sick from the alcohol. It's the sugar you can't 
stand / There's a reason this wine has a twist off top you see / 
'Cause it's hard to find a corkscrew at a party / People drinking 
Boone's / Crack open another / People drinking Boone's / One bottle 
is done / People drinking Boone's

16 Pause for the Cause
You can't drink when you're walking down the street because / 
You'll make a mess. You gotta pause for the cause / Don't worry 
about open container laws / 

The bigger problem is getting beer in your schnoz / You gotta 
sip, then walk, then pause for the cause, come on / Sip, walk, then 
pause for the cause, alright / Sip, then walk, then pause for the 
cause, come on / Sip, then walk, then pause for the cause / So next 
time you've got a travel cup and no straw / Just follow this one 
simple law / You gotta sip, walk, then pause for the cause, come on 
/ Sip, then walk, then pause for the cause, alright / Sip, then walk, 
then pause for the cause, yeah / Sip, then walk, then pause for 
the cause

17 Party Tattoos
Party tattoos / You party hard / So hard that you fall / You party 
hard / So hard you hurt your skull / You party hard / So hard you 
hit a wall / Party tattoos / You wake up the next day all black and 
blue / That's what we like to call / Party tattoos / You party hard 
/ So hard that you fall / You party hard / So hard you hurt your skull 
/ You party hard / So hard you hit a wall / Party Tattoos / You 
remember how you got it then it's a bruise / Otherwise you've 

earned that / Party tattoo / You party hard / So hard that you fall 
/ You party hard / So hard you hurt your skull / You party hard / 
So hard you hit a wall / Party tattoos

18 Synonyms for Drunk
In rare form and fried and whiskyfied, ossified, tipsy and tanked and 
sloppy and cranked, blotto, invincible, done, bent, stinko, messed up, 

tore up, lubed up, boozed 

up, liquored up, banged up, lit up, hooched up, buzzed and jazzed 
and glazed, embalmed, ripped and pissed and blitzed and bombed, 
sodden, logged and corked, unsober, shot and sopped and sotally 
tober, smashed, trashed, bashed, mashed, muzzy, fuzzy, dizzy, merry, 
screwed and glowing and nuked and blowing a two / Soaked and 
jiggered and gone and piffled, juiced and happy and seeing triple, 
loaded, polluted, toasted and stupid, inebriated, intoxicated, 
annihilated, saturated, lubricated, marinated, retarded, obliterated, 
pixilated, three sheets to the wind / Licked and plowed and mellow, 
ambushed, cocked and silly and hammered and crushed, drenched 
and wrenched and slammed and wasted, corked and skunked and 
sloshed, slambasted, blasted and plastered,  shellacked and whacked 
and crunk and drunk

19 Emotional Black Hole
Why are you crying? / I don't know / Well can you stop? / No no  
no / Everything was fine three seconds ago / Emotional black hole 
/ The feelings just get out of 

control / Emotional black hole / Tears in your beers / You 
spilled my cup / Or I have the hiccups / I think I'm losing my tan / 
I love you so much man / Emotional black hole / The feelings just 
get out of control / Emotional black hole / Tears in your beers

20 Jesus Loved Power Hours
I'm pretty sure Jesus loved power hours / Refilling kegs with his holy 
powers / Of course he used a sundial to keep time / Instead of beer 
he used wine / Doing shots with the divine / And he'd play songs 
like I saw the sign / And it opened up my eyes. I saw the sign / 
Carpentry was the only way / To make shot glasses in that day / 
This game was something to do besides pray / And they'd do two 
in a row on Christmas Day / I'm pretty sure Jesus loved power hours

21 Drinking With a Helmet
I'm sure your mom will agree / You have to drink responsibly / 
Safety first while you quench your thirst / Drinking with a helmet / 
Alcohol's no longer a threat / Drinking with a helmet / Alcohol's no 
longer a threat / You have to stay protected / For the unexpected 

/ Look like a star while you're at the bar / Drinking with a helmet / 
Alcohol's no longer a threat / Drinking with a helmet / Alcohol's no 
longer a threat

22 I'm Fine Occifer
I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / No that's not an open cup / I just had 
some cough syrup / Maybe you're smelling my mouthwash, hon / 
Hey I have that same gun / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / Don't 

like it when I 

call you "hon", my pal? / Ooo can I play with your Mace a while? 
/ Look occifer there's nothing wrong here / My shoe's untied. Can 
you hold my beer? / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / No need to walk on 
any line / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine

23 Mixed Drinks Too
I know this whole time I've been preaching beer to you / Believe it 
or not this game works with mixed drinks, too / Why not be 
creative? A power hour with food could be the new thing / Or play 
the game with water the next morning / Wine, coffee, milkshakes, 
one for each song / One thing a minute can't possibly be wrong

24 Third Beer Assault
You should be on beer number three and if you are / Throw your 
cap at the one who is not that 

far / If you're keeping up then it's a right that you have 
earned / To hit those slackers and make them learn / You should be 
on beer number three and if you are / Throw your cap at the one 
who is not that far / Ripping tabs off cans is fun / Let that be your 
reprimand weapon / You should be on beer number three and if you 
are / Throw your cap at the one who is not that far

25 Get Out of Couch
Although it might not need to be said / Well I am just giving you a 
warning / You probably won't make it to bed / Where will you be 
tomorrow morning? / You won't want to get out of couch / You 
won't want to get out of couch / You wake up not knowing just 
where you are / Your neck kind of hurts. You might be in the trunk 
of some car / It's unbelievable how comfortable wherever you wake 
up can be / Although it might not need to be said / Well I am just 
giving you a warning / You probably won't make it to bed  / Where 
will you be tomorrow morning? / You won't want to get out of couch 
/ You won't want to get out of couch

26 For Light Beer
Some complain it tastes like water / But I say the less taste the 

1 60 Songs (and They're All One Minute Long)
1, 2, 3 (Let's go) / Yeah this is 60 songs / (Let's go) / And they're 
all one minute long / (Let's go) / Take a shot with every song / 
(Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go) / This is the power 
hour / (Let's go) / Start the clock. It's counting down / (Let's go) 
/ Ready, set, party now / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's 
go) / Do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a 
shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a 
shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot / (Let's go) / Yeah 
this is 60 songs / (Let's go) / Grab your glass and play along / 
(Let's go) / Are you ready to take this on? / (Let's go, let's go, 
let's go, let's go, let's go) / The power hour, yeah, it's 60 songs / 
They're all about drinking and one minute long / And when you hear 
the song change fill it up and throw one back / You've got one hour 
from now to kill that six pack / (Let's go) / Yeah this is 60 songs / 
(Let's go) / And they're all one minute long / (Let's go) / Take a 
shot with every song / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's 
go) / And now you've got it started / (Let's go) / This game's 
coming at you hard / (Let's go) / Ready or not here comes a 
party / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, 
let's go, let's go)

2 It Sounds Like a Good Idea
It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Take off your pants and 
climb that sculpture / Crush a can with your head and yell at the 
bouncer / Punch a wall and sleep at a frat / Race a bus and shave 
the cat / It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Yeah it sounds 
like a good idea but it's not / Pass out in a bush and attempt to fly 
/ Pee on the lawn. Make out with that guy / Give your friend a 
mullet and flush your cell phone / Chat with a cop. Wear a 
construction cone / It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Yeah it 
sounds like a good idea but it's not

3 Drunk Dialing
It's 1 AM and I've got the best idea I've had in a while / I finish 
my shot and reach for my pocket / It's time to drunken dial / I'm 
looking through my dialed calls the next morning and I have found 
/ I made a couple calls to the number 711111# / And then of course 
I called my boss / But I had the phone upside down so it didn't end 
with job loss / Because I'm drunk dialing / Drunk dialing you / You're 
surprised when you make it through the night without a ring at home 
/ That's only because I thought my digital camera was my phone / 
My phone's really at the bottom of a beer / Too bad cause I had 
to say I wish you were here / And what are you wearing? / Because 
I'm drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / 
Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing you

4 Game Within the Game
Since we just started and you're still kind of bored / And you're 
waiting there with your shot already poured / Let's play the game 
within the game / Every time I sing the word "game" to you / 
You've got to take a sip of your brew / It's the game within the 
game / So if you're following in time / You'll know you're already 
five sips behind / It's the game within the game / This game can 

be lots of fun / Especially if I say the word "game" a ton / Game 
game game game game / So by now you're worn out and that's 
not a shame / 'Cause you've been following along for this whole . . 
. thing / It's the game game game game game within the game

5 Shot Glass On a String
Shot glass on a string / Shot glass on a string / Regular glasses get 
lost or fall and shatter / With this brilliant thing let go it doesn't 
matter / Your shirt may get wet but you don't care / 'Cause 
wherever you go that cup's always there / Shot glass on a string / 
Shot glass on a string / I'd like to shake your hand whoever invented 
this thing / Shot glass on a string / Shot glass on a string

6 The Minute's Not Up
I'm drinking even though the minute's not up / 
To all the people that are too 
tough for this 

game / Don't 
get bored and don't you be 

ashamed well / I'm drinking even though the 
minute's not up / Two shots, maybe three or four / One a minute 

doesn't work for you anymore / I'm drinking even though the 
minute's not up /  You've done a super power half hour / And an 
ultra power quarter hour well / I'm drinking even though the minute's 
not up

7 Double Fisting
God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully equipped for 
double fisting / Beer with a side of beer / You probably didn't even 
know something like this existed / But if you're crazy you'll even try 
triple fisting / God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully 
equipped for double fisting / Beer with a side of beer / What's better 
than a beer? Two beers / And this way you can give yourself cheers 
/ God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully equipped for 
double fisting / Beer with a side of beer

8 Done With One
You should be done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs 
so / You should be done with one / If you're staying on track and 
not falling back / Then of course there's the overachievers / And 
they're trying to finish more than eight beers but / You should be 
done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs so / You 
should be done with one / If you're staying on track and not falling 
back / I probably shouldn't mention you've got 52 ahead of you / 
One out of seven and a half ain't bad. So keep on plowing through 
/ You should be done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight 
songs so / You should be done with one / If you're staying on track 
and not falling back / You should make sure the next cap is a twist 
off / Before you use your delicate hand to rip it off / You should be 
done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs so / You 
should be done with one / You should be done with one

9 Drunk Running
Drunk running ooo drunk running / You hardly realize you're doing it 
/ Drunk running ooo drunk running / What a painless way to get fit 
/ Drunk running ooo drunk running / Nothing about it is illegal / Drunk 
running ooo drunk running / Just try your best not to fall / It's the 
best way to get where you're going / And of course it's so much 
fun / If this were a race I would definitely be ahead / I should 
probably enter a decathlon wasted / Drunk running ooo drunk running 
/ You hardly realize you're doing it / Drunk running ooo drunk running 
/ What a painless way to get fit

10 Hermakey
So you had a good night last night / You're by no means sober and 
not nearly hung over / Last night you got wrecked / This morning 
you're perfect / A one, two, three, that's hermakey / You're kind 
of hyper and everything's a little bit murky / Hermakey / You 
wander through the day like you own it and / Everything's funny just 
a little bit and / Your mind wanders. It just won't quit and / Life is 
tons of fun. I must admit / So if you're smart and you think ahead 
/ You'll know these shots aren't for now but tomorrow instead / 
When you wake up and get out of bed well / You'll remember just 
what I said / 'Cause you're hermakey / You're kind of hyper and 
everything's a little bit murky / Hermakey

11 Everybody Wins
Everybody wins / It's the perfect game / There's no competition and 
no shame / The first song you win / The last song you win / This 
song you win / You can't not win / You can play it with a team / 
You can play it by yourself / Well maybe that's not as fun / And 
probably bad for your health / But you'd still win / It's the perfect 
game / There's no competition and no shame / There are no fights 
/ There are no ties / There are no referees that lie / You don't need 
skill and / Everyone participates / You can't lose and / It's even 
great for a first date / 'Cause everybody wins / Everybody wins

12 Pink Elephant
Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant / You stop drinking 
he'll disappear / Do your shot so he'll stay here / Save the pink 
elephant / Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant / Uh, ho, 
ah, come on / Don't kill that cute little guy / Drink or he'll die / 
Don't kill that cute little guy / Drink or he'll die / Save the pink 
elephant / Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant

13 This Bar
Let me tell you a story about this place I go / With all my friends 
every weekend or so / Well I could describe the entrance, the back 
and more / But I couldn't tell you a thing about the exit door / Many 
times I know I've gone into this bar / But when it comes to leaving 
I don't remember that far / I've never left this bar / I've never left 
this bar / I've never left this bar / Maybe it's the people. I know it 
sounds crazy / But something about that place makes everything a 
bit hazy / Well I know I always have a good time at least I believe 
/ Why else would it be that I never want to leave? / Many times I 
know I've gone into this bar / But when it comes to leaving I don't 
remember that far / I've never left this bar / I've never left this bar



42 Power Nap
This is your 60 seconds / To kill the yawns / I'll shut it / You sleep 
a bit

43 Fill It Up Again
What do you do when you finish your drink? / Don't sit there and 
think / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / Is that glass empty? / As 
soon as you get a hand free / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / Now 
say it with me / If you all agree / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / 
While you're busy chanting / That guy just spilled his Yuengling / Fill 
it up again / Fill it up again / So tell me one more time / What's 
that helpful line? / Fill it up again / Fill it up again

44 Salute to Lightweights
(The big guys drink harder) / You can eat before / You can alternate 
with water / No matter what you do / The big guys drink harder / 
Keeping up with tanks is hard to do / So little guys we salute you / 
Lightweights  / Lightweights / (The big guys drink harder) / We'll 
pretend that you're / Not only using half that shot glass / It's kind 
of tough / When you weigh less than a six pack / Keeping up with 
tanks is hard to do / So little guys we salute you / Lightweights / 
Lightweights / (The big guys drink harder)

45 Refill Right After You Drink
I find this song to be / A way to give you wisdom that was given 
to me / A veteran told me what I was doing wrong / So now I'm 
gonna pass this tip along / Refill right after you drink / Then the foam 
has time to settle / Oh refill right after you drink / Or you'll end up 
feeling too full / 90 ounces of beer is a lot / Especially with all that 
foam on top / Your stomach will get full to fast / So listen to me if 
you want to last / Refill right after you drink / Then the foam has 
time to settle / Oh refill right after you drink / Or you'll end up 
feeling too full

46 S Curve Jig
If an officer of the law makes you walk the line / Just give him a 
taste of your dancing divine / It's really easy. Just try to walk 
straight / Inevitably S curves are your fate / It is the S curve jig / 
It is the S curve jig / As you're walking down the street / Just trying 
to play it cool and think you're discreet / Everyone can plainly tell 
/ And it's not only 'cause you fell / It is the S curve jig / It is the 
S curve jig

47 Efficient Drinking
Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even blinking / Efficient 
drinking / If you let your body sober up / While you're sitting sipping 
on that cup / You're not being cost effective / Keep your eye on 
the objective / Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even 
blinking / Efficient drinking / Metabolizing is a waste of time and 
money / Not to mention all of those calories / So until you're rolling 

in it like a rockstar / The smart choice is to be drinking like a 
rockstar / Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even blinking 
/ Efficient drinking 

48 Alcohol Is My Anti-Drug
Substance abuse is terrible kid / Especially the stuff our government 
forbids / Let me tell you drugs are dangerous / You can hurt yourself 
if you're careless / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh / Alcohol is my 
anti-drug / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh Oh Oh Oh Oh/ Take all that 
energy and do something safe / Skip all the pot and have a beer in 
place / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh / Alcohol is my anti-drug

49 Shots In the Shower
When you're soaping up grab that can and pop it / They should 
make liquor on a rope so you can't drop it / Why get clean when 
you're sober? / And in the morning it helps you fight that hangover 
/ It's the best way to start the day / Shots in the shower / Shots in 
the shower / It's the best way to start the day / Shots in the shower 
/ Shots in the shower / Shots in the shower

50 My Liver Hurts

51 Sandwich In a Can
To finish this game you have to be / Very, very hungry / You don't 
need a lunch that is for real / One can is a meal / Ooo Oh Ooo Ah, 
Ooo Oh Ooo Oh Ah / Ooo Oh Ooo Ah, Ooo Oh Ooo Oh Ah / 
Sandwich in a can / Sandwich in a can / Sandwich in a can / 
Sandwich in a can

52 Cheers for No Reason
Everybody cheers for no reason / Lift it up. Cheers for no reason / 
Come on now cheers for no reason / Raise you glass and cheers for 
no reason / Cheers, here's to absolutely nothing / Cheers, here's to 
absolutely nothing / On three everybody raise your glass / Now one, 
two, three / Everybody cheers for no reason / Lift it up. Cheers for 
no reason / Come on now cheers for no reason / Raise you glass 
and cheers for no reason / La la la la la / On three everybody raise 
your glass / Now one, two, three

53 Build a Beeramid
Everybody build a beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid /  
Everybody get together / Let's build a giant sculpture / Everybody 
build a beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid / By now there's 
enough empties / To make one taller than me / Everybody build a 
beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid

54 Song In the Key of an Empty
(Come on play it for me) / I wrote this song in G with one intent / 
To turn your empty bottle into an instrument / This song was made 
for you to join in / Empty that 12-ounce bottle and blow in / This is 
the song in the key of an empty / So why don't you help me / This 

is the song in the key of an empty / That bottle plays a G / This is 
the song in the key of an empty / Come on and play with me / 
This is the song in the key of an empty / Come on play your empty

55 Bar Fight
I think that guy just looked at you funny / Someone walked away 
with your money / Come on I'm trying to incite / Bar fight / 
Someone stepped on your shoe / Bumped your arm and made you 
spill your brew / Grab that bottle and give it a crack / Make your 
girlfriend have to hold you back / Come on I'm trying to incite / Bar 
fight / Make sure your opponent has a crew / More guys to beat 
the crap out of you / Don't make me go back to the spot / The 
song "It Sounds Like a Good Idea But It's Not" / Bar fight

56 You Won't Remember This Song
At this point your memory is gone / You won't remember this song 
/ I could screw it up and sing it all wrong / You won't remember this 
song / I could even do grammar wrong / You won't remember this 
song / It doesn't even have to rhyme / You won't remember 
this song

57 This Song Drunk
Uh, ho, one, two, three, four / I wrote this song drunk / I might be 
playing this song drunk / You're probably hearing this song drunk / 
Mmm this song drunk / Come on, oh yeah, now don't you think it's 
fitting / That I would write a song when I've been drinking / 'Cause 
this right here it is a power hour / And you're drunk, too / I wrote 
this song drunk / Something this song drunk / La la this song drunk 
/ Mmm this song drunk / Now don't you dare go trying this at home 
/ Just leave drunk art to trained professionals / 'Cause I thought this 
would help me be creative / But I was wrong / I wrote this song 
drunk / You are this song drunk / This is this song drunk / Mmm this 
song drunk

58 You're Almost There
You're almost there / So don't despair / Two more shots if you 
weren't aware / You must feel like a millionaire / Will you finish if 
you dare? / Any more shots you cannot bear / And to finish up 
you're trying to share / To have to drink so much isn't fair / You 
didn't think you had a prayer / And if you cheat no one will care / 
If you missed a shot you're unaware / You don't look drunk I swear 
/ Don't look at others to compare / To get this far is really rare / 
It's 90 ounces total so beware / Now go ahead and fix your hair / 
Is that what you're gonna wear? / Because you must prepare / To 
go out into the night air / Or maybe just pass out right there / All 
you can do is sit and stare / Just don't fall out of your chair / You're 
almost there

59 But You Drink Instead
Sometimes you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you 
have a ______ but you drink instead / Kid, project due, prescription 
to take / Career, need to shower, phone call to make / Sometimes 
you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you have a 
______ but you drink instead / Bill to pay, dog to walk, family reunion 
/ Yard to mow, meal to eat, something that's not fun / Sometimes 
you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you have a 
______ but you drink instead

60 The End
Congratulations! The end / Feel free to start again / Congratulations! 
The end / Congratulations! The end / Feel free to start again / 
Congratulations! The end

better / Imagine playing this game with Guinness / And that's why I 
have to thank goodness / For light beer / It's almost clear / And 
you can drink more / Before you hit the floor / Keg stands with dark 
ales wouldn't be as fun I think / Why party with booze your grandpa 
likes to drink? / If your beer's as thick as syrup you have to drink 
less / And that's why I have to thank goodness / For light beer / 
It's almost clear / And you can drink more / Before you hit 
the floor

27 Text Someone That's Not Here
It's that time you start feeling a little weird / Go ahead and text 
someone that's not here / What better way for you to waste ten 
cents? / Just make sure you don't send to your parents / Type what 
you're thinking and then hit send / It's OK if you spelled "of" with a 
colon / Go ahead and text someone that's not here / Who needs 
home keys when you've got a thumb? / Let's just hope T9 predicts 
the right one / Or maybe send some swear words to your ex / Or 
tell your friend you're at "clip drinking hand concept" / Go ahead 
and text someone that's not here

28 Truth Serum
Honesty seems to be so easy with booze / Though I think people 
would tell the truth if you secretly gave them O'Doul's / Either way 
drinking's a good excuse to tell the truth / Maybe you do look fat 
in that / Or I hooked up with your roommate Matt / It was actually 
me that killed the cat / Of course I can tell your boobs are fake / 
That vegetarian meal was actually steak / This relationship sucks. I 
need a break / I kind of think Mickey Mouse is hot / And Kenny G 
is my weak spot / I watch porn a whole lot / If you want the facts 
from your friends then beer 'em / 'Cause alcohol is truth serum

29 This Frat Sucks
No matter where you're at / This chant's appropriate / THIS FRAT 
SUCKS / THIS FRAT SUCKS / If the music stops awkwardly / Tell the DJ 
angrily / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS FRAT SUCKS / Well you are singing 
along / And then something goes wrong / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS FRAT 
SUCKS / Weddings, office parties, church / There's no wrong place to 
use these words / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS frat . . . sucks . . . / Come 
on, really? /  This frat sucks

30 Halfway
You're halfway! / You're halfway! / You're halfway! / You're 
halfway! / You're halfway! / You're halfway!

31 These Songs Keep Getting Faster
Remember back at the beginning / Sixty seconds seemed so long / 
And you'd sit there waiting / Just to move to the next song / But 
then the minutes passed and / I kept on singing / And funny now it 
seems that / Everyone is thinking / These songs keep getting faster 
/ That was not a minute long / By the time you've filled your shot 
glass / You're already on to the next song / I swear I'm not 
changing / And starting a new song before the minute's through / 
But maybe you shouldn't trust me / And maybe it's true / These 
songs keep getting faster / That was not a minute long / By the time 
you've filled your shot glass / You're already on to the next song / 
So time is disappearing / As you finish this hour of power / And that's 
the mystery of / Going zero to sixty in one hour / These songs keep 
getting faster

32 If You're Wasted and You Know It
If you're wasted and you know it you're not wasted / If you're 

wasted and you know it you're not wasted / If you're really truly 
gone / You will think that nothing's wrong / If you really think you're 
drunk you're probably wrong / If you're smashed and you know it 
you should drink / If you're smashed and you know it you should 
drink / If you're actually that cranked / You will think that you're a 
tank / And you'll tell your friends that you have barely drank / If 
you're slammed and you know it you're not slammed / If you're 
slammed and you know it you're not slammed / If you could blow 
a two / You will probably have no clue / So if you think you're 
slammed finish your brew / If you're wrecked and you know it 
you're probably wrong / If you're wrecked and you know it you're 
probably wrong / Looking back tomorrow / Is the only way to know 
/ And you probably won't remember I told you so

33 Liquid Blank
If it's cold out and you don't like it / Take another shot for a liquid 
blanket / Or maybe it's wet out and you're not a rain kind of fellow 
/ Then finish your beer. You'll need a liquid umbrella / You're really 
drunk but you've got to travel far / Turn that feeling into a liquid car 
/ Or you're outside and the snow is falling on your head / Thank 
goodness you've got that liquid sled / If you're almost passing out 
you won't hit the cement and say, "ouch" / 'Cause you can lay 
yourself down on that liquid couch / So you're not that strong but 
you want a tough guy badge / Take a l i tt le sip of that 
liquid courage

34 Break the Seal
It's a puzzle that just drinking down a small ounce one by one / 
Could completely fill your bladder long before the hour's done / You 
can't bear to miss the action, will not leave and miss a song / But 
you find that you can only really hold it for so long / Did you make 
it to the bathroom or is your seat a little wet? / What I really want 
to know is did you break the seal yet? / If you didn't break it yet 
you're holding out cause when you do / You know you'll go 20 more 
times before the hour's through / And that can get risky cause when 
you run to the pot / You can only spend a minute there or else you'll 
miss a shot / Perhaps you haven't gone cause you're trying to win 
a bet / Have you given up your wager? Did you break the 
seal yet?

35 Instrumental

36 One Chord for One Shot
This is my one chord. It's for your one shot / I used to know some 
others but I guess I forgot / This is my one chord. It's for your one 
shot / It's pretty simple. I play. You drink a lot / This is my one 
chord. It's for your one shot 

37 Do the BAC
Here we go now / Come on now / Hey, hey, get moving / Do the 
BAC, come on / Just put that shot down / Balance yourself now / I 
want to see you / Do the BAC, come on / You ready for the BAC? 

/ Come on follow me / Step left, right, left, right / Lift you foot and 
touch your nose, come on / Left, right, heel to toe and / Lift your 
foot and touch your nose / Keep it going now / Come on now show 
me how you / Do the BAC, come on / Just put that shot down / 
Balance yourself now / I want to see you / Do the BAC, come on / 
Let me see you walk that line now / Show me how you do it on 
one foot / Tilt your head back / Tilt your head back / Freeze / Clap 
your hands now

38 Fill It to the Brim
Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it / Fill, 
Fill, Fill it / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it to the 
brim / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / 
Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to 
the brim

39 39th Song
It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing along? / It's the 39th song 
/ Why don't you sing along? / Choosing this number was arbitrary / 
Marking this spot is not necessary / It's the 39th song / Why don't 
you sing along? / There's 38 behind and 21 left until I'm out / But I 
had to fill some space so here's what this song's about / It's the 
39th song / Why don't you sing along? / In case you wondered it's 
XXXIX in Roman numerals / And by now you can tell I'm really 
stretching for material / It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing 
along? / It's what? It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing along?

40 Five Caps
Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by now / Yo ho yo ho / 
You should have five caps by now / Everybody search the ground / 
Hold up all the caps you've found / Everybody search the floor / 
You should find five caps or more / Miller, Yuengling, Bud or Coors / 
If you've got five caps and they're all yours / Then props to you. 
You're on the right track / Reach over your shoulder and pat your 
own back / If four is all you find / You're just a bit behind / Don't 
you worry. Do not fret / This hour's not quite over yet / If you've 
got three or two or one / I'll tell you what needs to be done / Chug 
a beer. Chug a beer. Chug a beer. Chug a beer / Catch up before 
the last song is here / Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by 
now / Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by now

41 Ode to Everyone Underage
This is the ode to everyone underage / The thought is making me 
want to bring back prohibition / The fruits are always better when 
they're forbidden / Now tell me where is the fun of sneaking around 
/ When getting wrecked is totally allowed / This is the ode to 
everyone underage / Enjoy it now cause 21 creeps up on you quickly 
/ Then you get booze at a store. Man, that's way too easy / Right 
now you're looking shifty, acting like nothing's wrong / Hey everyone 
underage, don't sing along / This is the ode to everyone underage

14 Clean Up That Spill
It's inevitable when you play this game / By now someone's 
knocked their bottle down / I know some people that are so bad / 
They'd be better off with a tarp following them around / So get out 
the paper towels / Or toilet paper or Kleenex / Or Fido or your 
friend's sweatshirt / And sop it up / But don't care that much / Only 
do it well enough so no one slips and gets hurt / Clean up that spill 

/ Yeah I'm talking to you / What you think no one noticed? / Clean 
your friend's pants first / Then work on the floor / Clean up that spill

15 People Drinking Boone's
I already said that one is done for our 12-ounce friends / So to the 
Boone's drinkers this song I send / People drinking Boone's / Crack 
open another / People drinking Boone's / One bottle is done / I've 
tried a lot drinks and what I've found is / Nothing says class like 22 
ounces / You know it's good 'cause when you spill it it stains your 
hand / You won't get sick from the alcohol. It's the sugar you can't 
stand / There's a reason this wine has a twist off top you see / 
'Cause it's hard to find a corkscrew at a party / People drinking 
Boone's / Crack open another / People drinking Boone's / One bottle 
is done / People drinking Boone's

16 Pause for the Cause
You can't drink when you're walking down the street because / 
You'll make a mess. You gotta pause for the cause / Don't worry 
about open container laws / 

The bigger problem is getting beer in your schnoz / You gotta 
sip, then walk, then pause for the cause, come on / Sip, walk, then 
pause for the cause, alright / Sip, then walk, then pause for the 
cause, come on / Sip, then walk, then pause for the cause / So next 
time you've got a travel cup and no straw / Just follow this one 
simple law / You gotta sip, walk, then pause for the cause, come on 
/ Sip, then walk, then pause for the cause, alright / Sip, then walk, 
then pause for the cause, yeah / Sip, then walk, then pause for 
the cause

17 Party Tattoos
Party tattoos / You party hard / So hard that you fall / You party 
hard / So hard you hurt your skull / You party hard / So hard you 
hit a wall / Party tattoos / You wake up the next day all black and 
blue / That's what we like to call / Party tattoos / You party hard 
/ So hard that you fall / You party hard / So hard you hurt your skull 
/ You party hard / So hard you hit a wall / Party Tattoos / You 
remember how you got it then it's a bruise / Otherwise you've 

earned that / Party tattoo / You party hard / So hard that you fall 
/ You party hard / So hard you hurt your skull / You party hard / 
So hard you hit a wall / Party tattoos

18 Synonyms for Drunk
In rare form and fried and whiskyfied, ossified, tipsy and tanked and 
sloppy and cranked, blotto, invincible, done, bent, stinko, messed up, 

tore up, lubed up, boozed 

up, liquored up, banged up, lit up, hooched up, buzzed and jazzed 
and glazed, embalmed, ripped and pissed and blitzed and bombed, 
sodden, logged and corked, unsober, shot and sopped and sotally 
tober, smashed, trashed, bashed, mashed, muzzy, fuzzy, dizzy, merry, 
screwed and glowing and nuked and blowing a two / Soaked and 
jiggered and gone and piffled, juiced and happy and seeing triple, 
loaded, polluted, toasted and stupid, inebriated, intoxicated, 
annihilated, saturated, lubricated, marinated, retarded, obliterated, 
pixilated, three sheets to the wind / Licked and plowed and mellow, 
ambushed, cocked and silly and hammered and crushed, drenched 
and wrenched and slammed and wasted, corked and skunked and 
sloshed, slambasted, blasted and plastered,  shellacked and whacked 
and crunk and drunk

19 Emotional Black Hole
Why are you crying? / I don't know / Well can you stop? / No no  
no / Everything was fine three seconds ago / Emotional black hole 
/ The feelings just get out of 

control / Emotional black hole / Tears in your beers / You 
spilled my cup / Or I have the hiccups / I think I'm losing my tan / 
I love you so much man / Emotional black hole / The feelings just 
get out of control / Emotional black hole / Tears in your beers

20 Jesus Loved Power Hours
I'm pretty sure Jesus loved power hours / Refilling kegs with his holy 
powers / Of course he used a sundial to keep time / Instead of beer 
he used wine / Doing shots with the divine / And he'd play songs 
like I saw the sign / And it opened up my eyes. I saw the sign / 
Carpentry was the only way / To make shot glasses in that day / 
This game was something to do besides pray / And they'd do two 
in a row on Christmas Day / I'm pretty sure Jesus loved power hours

21 Drinking With a Helmet
I'm sure your mom will agree / You have to drink responsibly / 
Safety first while you quench your thirst / Drinking with a helmet / 
Alcohol's no longer a threat / Drinking with a helmet / Alcohol's no 
longer a threat / You have to stay protected / For the unexpected 

/ Look like a star while you're at the bar / Drinking with a helmet / 
Alcohol's no longer a threat / Drinking with a helmet / Alcohol's no 
longer a threat

22 I'm Fine Occifer
I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / No that's not an open cup / I just had 
some cough syrup / Maybe you're smelling my mouthwash, hon / 
Hey I have that same gun / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / Don't 

like it when I 

call you "hon", my pal? / Ooo can I play with your Mace a while? 
/ Look occifer there's nothing wrong here / My shoe's untied. Can 
you hold my beer? / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / No need to walk on 
any line / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine

23 Mixed Drinks Too
I know this whole time I've been preaching beer to you / Believe it 
or not this game works with mixed drinks, too / Why not be 
creative? A power hour with food could be the new thing / Or play 
the game with water the next morning / Wine, coffee, milkshakes, 
one for each song / One thing a minute can't possibly be wrong

24 Third Beer Assault
You should be on beer number three and if you are / Throw your 
cap at the one who is not that 

far / If you're keeping up then it's a right that you have 
earned / To hit those slackers and make them learn / You should be 
on beer number three and if you are / Throw your cap at the one 
who is not that far / Ripping tabs off cans is fun / Let that be your 
reprimand weapon / You should be on beer number three and if you 
are / Throw your cap at the one who is not that far

25 Get Out of Couch
Although it might not need to be said / Well I am just giving you a 
warning / You probably won't make it to bed / Where will you be 
tomorrow morning? / You won't want to get out of couch / You 
won't want to get out of couch / You wake up not knowing just 
where you are / Your neck kind of hurts. You might be in the trunk 
of some car / It's unbelievable how comfortable wherever you wake 
up can be / Although it might not need to be said / Well I am just 
giving you a warning / You probably won't make it to bed  / Where 
will you be tomorrow morning? / You won't want to get out of couch 
/ You won't want to get out of couch

26 For Light Beer
Some complain it tastes like water / But I say the less taste the 

1 60 Songs (and They're All One Minute Long)
1, 2, 3 (Let's go) / Yeah this is 60 songs / (Let's go) / And they're 
all one minute long / (Let's go) / Take a shot with every song / 
(Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go) / This is the power 
hour / (Let's go) / Start the clock. It's counting down / (Let's go) 
/ Ready, set, party now / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's 
go) / Do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a 
shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a 
shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot / (Let's go) / Yeah 
this is 60 songs / (Let's go) / Grab your glass and play along / 
(Let's go) / Are you ready to take this on? / (Let's go, let's go, 
let's go, let's go, let's go) / The power hour, yeah, it's 60 songs / 
They're all about drinking and one minute long / And when you hear 
the song change fill it up and throw one back / You've got one hour 
from now to kill that six pack / (Let's go) / Yeah this is 60 songs / 
(Let's go) / And they're all one minute long / (Let's go) / Take a 
shot with every song / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's 
go) / And now you've got it started / (Let's go) / This game's 
coming at you hard / (Let's go) / Ready or not here comes a 
party / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, 
let's go, let's go)

2 It Sounds Like a Good Idea
It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Take off your pants and 
climb that sculpture / Crush a can with your head and yell at the 
bouncer / Punch a wall and sleep at a frat / Race a bus and shave 
the cat / It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Yeah it sounds 
like a good idea but it's not / Pass out in a bush and attempt to fly 
/ Pee on the lawn. Make out with that guy / Give your friend a 
mullet and flush your cell phone / Chat with a cop. Wear a 
construction cone / It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Yeah it 
sounds like a good idea but it's not

3 Drunk Dialing
It's 1 AM and I've got the best idea I've had in a while / I finish 
my shot and reach for my pocket / It's time to drunken dial / I'm 
looking through my dialed calls the next morning and I have found 
/ I made a couple calls to the number 711111# / And then of course 
I called my boss / But I had the phone upside down so it didn't end 
with job loss / Because I'm drunk dialing / Drunk dialing you / You're 
surprised when you make it through the night without a ring at home 
/ That's only because I thought my digital camera was my phone / 
My phone's really at the bottom of a beer / Too bad cause I had 
to say I wish you were here / And what are you wearing? / Because 
I'm drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / 
Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing you

4 Game Within the Game
Since we just started and you're still kind of bored / And you're 
waiting there with your shot already poured / Let's play the game 
within the game / Every time I sing the word "game" to you / 
You've got to take a sip of your brew / It's the game within the 
game / So if you're following in time / You'll know you're already 
five sips behind / It's the game within the game / This game can 

be lots of fun / Especially if I say the word "game" a ton / Game 
game game game game / So by now you're worn out and that's 
not a shame / 'Cause you've been following along for this whole . . 
. thing / It's the game game game game game within the game

5 Shot Glass On a String
Shot glass on a string / Shot glass on a string / Regular glasses get 
lost or fall and shatter / With this brilliant thing let go it doesn't 
matter / Your shirt may get wet but you don't care / 'Cause 
wherever you go that cup's always there / Shot glass on a string / 
Shot glass on a string / I'd like to shake your hand whoever invented 
this thing / Shot glass on a string / Shot glass on a string

6 The Minute's Not Up
I'm drinking even though the minute's not up / 
To all the people that are too 
tough for this 

game / Don't 
get bored and don't you be 

ashamed well / I'm drinking even though the 
minute's not up / Two shots, maybe three or four / One a minute 

doesn't work for you anymore / I'm drinking even though the 
minute's not up /  You've done a super power half hour / And an 
ultra power quarter hour well / I'm drinking even though the minute's 
not up

7 Double Fisting
God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully equipped for 
double fisting / Beer with a side of beer / You probably didn't even 
know something like this existed / But if you're crazy you'll even try 
triple fisting / God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully 
equipped for double fisting / Beer with a side of beer / What's better 
than a beer? Two beers / And this way you can give yourself cheers 
/ God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully equipped for 
double fisting / Beer with a side of beer

8 Done With One
You should be done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs 
so / You should be done with one / If you're staying on track and 
not falling back / Then of course there's the overachievers / And 
they're trying to finish more than eight beers but / You should be 
done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs so / You 
should be done with one / If you're staying on track and not falling 
back / I probably shouldn't mention you've got 52 ahead of you / 
One out of seven and a half ain't bad. So keep on plowing through 
/ You should be done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight 
songs so / You should be done with one / If you're staying on track 
and not falling back / You should make sure the next cap is a twist 
off / Before you use your delicate hand to rip it off / You should be 
done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs so / You 
should be done with one / You should be done with one

9 Drunk Running
Drunk running ooo drunk running / You hardly realize you're doing it 
/ Drunk running ooo drunk running / What a painless way to get fit 
/ Drunk running ooo drunk running / Nothing about it is illegal / Drunk 
running ooo drunk running / Just try your best not to fall / It's the 
best way to get where you're going / And of course it's so much 
fun / If this were a race I would definitely be ahead / I should 
probably enter a decathlon wasted / Drunk running ooo drunk running 
/ You hardly realize you're doing it / Drunk running ooo drunk running 
/ What a painless way to get fit

10 Hermakey
So you had a good night last night / You're by no means sober and 
not nearly hung over / Last night you got wrecked / This morning 
you're perfect / A one, two, three, that's hermakey / You're kind 
of hyper and everything's a little bit murky / Hermakey / You 
wander through the day like you own it and / Everything's funny just 
a little bit and / Your mind wanders. It just won't quit and / Life is 
tons of fun. I must admit / So if you're smart and you think ahead 
/ You'll know these shots aren't for now but tomorrow instead / 
When you wake up and get out of bed well / You'll remember just 
what I said / 'Cause you're hermakey / You're kind of hyper and 
everything's a little bit murky / Hermakey

11 Everybody Wins
Everybody wins / It's the perfect game / There's no competition and 
no shame / The first song you win / The last song you win / This 
song you win / You can't not win / You can play it with a team / 
You can play it by yourself / Well maybe that's not as fun / And 
probably bad for your health / But you'd still win / It's the perfect 
game / There's no competition and no shame / There are no fights 
/ There are no ties / There are no referees that lie / You don't need 
skill and / Everyone participates / You can't lose and / It's even 
great for a first date / 'Cause everybody wins / Everybody wins

12 Pink Elephant
Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant / You stop drinking 
he'll disappear / Do your shot so he'll stay here / Save the pink 
elephant / Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant / Uh, ho, 
ah, come on / Don't kill that cute little guy / Drink or he'll die / 
Don't kill that cute little guy / Drink or he'll die / Save the pink 
elephant / Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant

13 This Bar
Let me tell you a story about this place I go / With all my friends 
every weekend or so / Well I could describe the entrance, the back 
and more / But I couldn't tell you a thing about the exit door / Many 
times I know I've gone into this bar / But when it comes to leaving 
I don't remember that far / I've never left this bar / I've never left 
this bar / I've never left this bar / Maybe it's the people. I know it 
sounds crazy / But something about that place makes everything a 
bit hazy / Well I know I always have a good time at least I believe 
/ Why else would it be that I never want to leave? / Many times I 
know I've gone into this bar / But when it comes to leaving I don't 
remember that far / I've never left this bar / I've never left this bar



42 Power Nap
This is your 60 seconds / To kill the yawns / I'll shut it / You sleep 
a bit

43 Fill It Up Again
What do you do when you finish your drink? / Don't sit there and 
think / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / Is that glass empty? / As 
soon as you get a hand free / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / Now 
say it with me / If you all agree / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / 
While you're busy chanting / That guy just spilled his Yuengling / Fill 
it up again / Fill it up again / So tell me one more time / What's 
that helpful line? / Fill it up again / Fill it up again

44 Salute to Lightweights
(The big guys drink harder) / You can eat before / You can alternate 
with water / No matter what you do / The big guys drink harder / 
Keeping up with tanks is hard to do / So little guys we salute you / 
Lightweights  / Lightweights / (The big guys drink harder) / We'll 
pretend that you're / Not only using half that shot glass / It's kind 
of tough / When you weigh less than a six pack / Keeping up with 
tanks is hard to do / So little guys we salute you / Lightweights / 
Lightweights / (The big guys drink harder)

45 Refill Right After You Drink
I find this song to be / A way to give you wisdom that was given 
to me / A veteran told me what I was doing wrong / So now I'm 
gonna pass this tip along / Refill right after you drink / Then the foam 
has time to settle / Oh refill right after you drink / Or you'll end up 
feeling too full / 90 ounces of beer is a lot / Especially with all that 
foam on top / Your stomach will get full to fast / So listen to me if 
you want to last / Refill right after you drink / Then the foam has 
time to settle / Oh refill right after you drink / Or you'll end up 
feeling too full

46 S Curve Jig
If an officer of the law makes you walk the line / Just give him a 
taste of your dancing divine / It's really easy. Just try to walk 
straight / Inevitably S curves are your fate / It is the S curve jig / 
It is the S curve jig / As you're walking down the street / Just trying 
to play it cool and think you're discreet / Everyone can plainly tell 
/ And it's not only 'cause you fell / It is the S curve jig / It is the 
S curve jig

47 Efficient Drinking
Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even blinking / Efficient 
drinking / If you let your body sober up / While you're sitting sipping 
on that cup / You're not being cost effective / Keep your eye on 
the objective / Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even 
blinking / Efficient drinking / Metabolizing is a waste of time and 
money / Not to mention all of those calories / So until you're rolling 

in it like a rockstar / The smart choice is to be drinking like a 
rockstar / Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even blinking 
/ Efficient drinking 

48 Alcohol Is My Anti-Drug
Substance abuse is terrible kid / Especially the stuff our government 
forbids / Let me tell you drugs are dangerous / You can hurt yourself 
if you're careless / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh / Alcohol is my 
anti-drug / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh Oh Oh Oh Oh/ Take all that 
energy and do something safe / Skip all the pot and have a beer in 
place / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh / Alcohol is my anti-drug

49 Shots In the Shower
When you're soaping up grab that can and pop it / They should 
make liquor on a rope so you can't drop it / Why get clean when 
you're sober? / And in the morning it helps you fight that hangover 
/ It's the best way to start the day / Shots in the shower / Shots in 
the shower / It's the best way to start the day / Shots in the shower 
/ Shots in the shower / Shots in the shower

50 My Liver Hurts

51 Sandwich In a Can
To finish this game you have to be / Very, very hungry / You don't 
need a lunch that is for real / One can is a meal / Ooo Oh Ooo Ah, 
Ooo Oh Ooo Oh Ah / Ooo Oh Ooo Ah, Ooo Oh Ooo Oh Ah / 
Sandwich in a can / Sandwich in a can / Sandwich in a can / 
Sandwich in a can

52 Cheers for No Reason
Everybody cheers for no reason / Lift it up. Cheers for no reason / 
Come on now cheers for no reason / Raise you glass and cheers for 
no reason / Cheers, here's to absolutely nothing / Cheers, here's to 
absolutely nothing / On three everybody raise your glass / Now one, 
two, three / Everybody cheers for no reason / Lift it up. Cheers for 
no reason / Come on now cheers for no reason / Raise you glass 
and cheers for no reason / La la la la la / On three everybody raise 
your glass / Now one, two, three

53 Build a Beeramid
Everybody build a beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid /  
Everybody get together / Let's build a giant sculpture / Everybody 
build a beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid / By now there's 
enough empties / To make one taller than me / Everybody build a 
beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid

54 Song In the Key of an Empty
(Come on play it for me) / I wrote this song in G with one intent / 
To turn your empty bottle into an instrument / This song was made 
for you to join in / Empty that 12-ounce bottle and blow in / This is 
the song in the key of an empty / So why don't you help me / This 

is the song in the key of an empty / That bottle plays a G / This is 
the song in the key of an empty / Come on and play with me / 
This is the song in the key of an empty / Come on play your empty

55 Bar Fight
I think that guy just looked at you funny / Someone walked away 
with your money / Come on I'm trying to incite / Bar fight / 
Someone stepped on your shoe / Bumped your arm and made you 
spill your brew / Grab that bottle and give it a crack / Make your 
girlfriend have to hold you back / Come on I'm trying to incite / Bar 
fight / Make sure your opponent has a crew / More guys to beat 
the crap out of you / Don't make me go back to the spot / The 
song "It Sounds Like a Good Idea But It's Not" / Bar fight

56 You Won't Remember This Song
At this point your memory is gone / You won't remember this song 
/ I could screw it up and sing it all wrong / You won't remember this 
song / I could even do grammar wrong / You won't remember this 
song / It doesn't even have to rhyme / You won't remember 
this song

57 This Song Drunk
Uh, ho, one, two, three, four / I wrote this song drunk / I might be 
playing this song drunk / You're probably hearing this song drunk / 
Mmm this song drunk / Come on, oh yeah, now don't you think it's 
fitting / That I would write a song when I've been drinking / 'Cause 
this right here it is a power hour / And you're drunk, too / I wrote 
this song drunk / Something this song drunk / La la this song drunk 
/ Mmm this song drunk / Now don't you dare go trying this at home 
/ Just leave drunk art to trained professionals / 'Cause I thought this 
would help me be creative / But I was wrong / I wrote this song 
drunk / You are this song drunk / This is this song drunk / Mmm this 
song drunk

58 You're Almost There
You're almost there / So don't despair / Two more shots if you 
weren't aware / You must feel like a millionaire / Will you finish if 
you dare? / Any more shots you cannot bear / And to finish up 
you're trying to share / To have to drink so much isn't fair / You 
didn't think you had a prayer / And if you cheat no one will care / 
If you missed a shot you're unaware / You don't look drunk I swear 
/ Don't look at others to compare / To get this far is really rare / 
It's 90 ounces total so beware / Now go ahead and fix your hair / 
Is that what you're gonna wear? / Because you must prepare / To 
go out into the night air / Or maybe just pass out right there / All 
you can do is sit and stare / Just don't fall out of your chair / You're 
almost there

59 But You Drink Instead
Sometimes you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you 
have a ______ but you drink instead / Kid, project due, prescription 
to take / Career, need to shower, phone call to make / Sometimes 
you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you have a 
______ but you drink instead / Bill to pay, dog to walk, family reunion 
/ Yard to mow, meal to eat, something that's not fun / Sometimes 
you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you have a 
______ but you drink instead

60 The End
Congratulations! The end / Feel free to start again / Congratulations! 
The end / Congratulations! The end / Feel free to start again / 
Congratulations! The end

better / Imagine playing this game with Guinness / And that's why I 
have to thank goodness / For light beer / It's almost clear / And 
you can drink more / Before you hit the floor / Keg stands with dark 
ales wouldn't be as fun I think / Why party with booze your grandpa 
likes to drink? / If your beer's as thick as syrup you have to drink 
less / And that's why I have to thank goodness / For light beer / 
It's almost clear / And you can drink more / Before you hit 
the floor

27 Text Someone That's Not Here
It's that time you start feeling a little weird / Go ahead and text 
someone that's not here / What better way for you to waste ten 
cents? / Just make sure you don't send to your parents / Type what 
you're thinking and then hit send / It's OK if you spelled "of" with a 
colon / Go ahead and text someone that's not here / Who needs 
home keys when you've got a thumb? / Let's just hope T9 predicts 
the right one / Or maybe send some swear words to your ex / Or 
tell your friend you're at "clip drinking hand concept" / Go ahead 
and text someone that's not here

28 Truth Serum
Honesty seems to be so easy with booze / Though I think people 
would tell the truth if you secretly gave them O'Doul's / Either way 
drinking's a good excuse to tell the truth / Maybe you do look fat 
in that / Or I hooked up with your roommate Matt / It was actually 
me that killed the cat / Of course I can tell your boobs are fake / 
That vegetarian meal was actually steak / This relationship sucks. I 
need a break / I kind of think Mickey Mouse is hot / And Kenny G 
is my weak spot / I watch porn a whole lot / If you want the facts 
from your friends then beer 'em / 'Cause alcohol is truth serum

29 This Frat Sucks
No matter where you're at / This chant's appropriate / THIS FRAT 
SUCKS / THIS FRAT SUCKS / If the music stops awkwardly / Tell the DJ 
angrily / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS FRAT SUCKS / Well you are singing 
along / And then something goes wrong / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS FRAT 
SUCKS / Weddings, office parties, church / There's no wrong place to 
use these words / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS frat . . . sucks . . . / Come 
on, really? /  This frat sucks

30 Halfway
You're halfway! / You're halfway! / You're halfway! / You're 
halfway! / You're halfway! / You're halfway!

31 These Songs Keep Getting Faster
Remember back at the beginning / Sixty seconds seemed so long / 
And you'd sit there waiting / Just to move to the next song / But 
then the minutes passed and / I kept on singing / And funny now it 
seems that / Everyone is thinking / These songs keep getting faster 
/ That was not a minute long / By the time you've filled your shot 
glass / You're already on to the next song / I swear I'm not 
changing / And starting a new song before the minute's through / 
But maybe you shouldn't trust me / And maybe it's true / These 
songs keep getting faster / That was not a minute long / By the time 
you've filled your shot glass / You're already on to the next song / 
So time is disappearing / As you finish this hour of power / And that's 
the mystery of / Going zero to sixty in one hour / These songs keep 
getting faster

32 If You're Wasted and You Know It
If you're wasted and you know it you're not wasted / If you're 

wasted and you know it you're not wasted / If you're really truly 
gone / You will think that nothing's wrong / If you really think you're 
drunk you're probably wrong / If you're smashed and you know it 
you should drink / If you're smashed and you know it you should 
drink / If you're actually that cranked / You will think that you're a 
tank / And you'll tell your friends that you have barely drank / If 
you're slammed and you know it you're not slammed / If you're 
slammed and you know it you're not slammed / If you could blow 
a two / You will probably have no clue / So if you think you're 
slammed finish your brew / If you're wrecked and you know it 
you're probably wrong / If you're wrecked and you know it you're 
probably wrong / Looking back tomorrow / Is the only way to know 
/ And you probably won't remember I told you so

33 Liquid Blank
If it's cold out and you don't like it / Take another shot for a liquid 
blanket / Or maybe it's wet out and you're not a rain kind of fellow 
/ Then finish your beer. You'll need a liquid umbrella / You're really 
drunk but you've got to travel far / Turn that feeling into a liquid car 
/ Or you're outside and the snow is falling on your head / Thank 
goodness you've got that liquid sled / If you're almost passing out 
you won't hit the cement and say, "ouch" / 'Cause you can lay 
yourself down on that liquid couch / So you're not that strong but 
you want a tough guy badge / Take a l i tt le sip of that 
liquid courage

34 Break the Seal
It's a puzzle that just drinking down a small ounce one by one / 
Could completely fill your bladder long before the hour's done / You 
can't bear to miss the action, will not leave and miss a song / But 
you find that you can only really hold it for so long / Did you make 
it to the bathroom or is your seat a little wet? / What I really want 
to know is did you break the seal yet? / If you didn't break it yet 
you're holding out cause when you do / You know you'll go 20 more 
times before the hour's through / And that can get risky cause when 
you run to the pot / You can only spend a minute there or else you'll 
miss a shot / Perhaps you haven't gone cause you're trying to win 
a bet / Have you given up your wager? Did you break the 
seal yet?

35 Instrumental

36 One Chord for One Shot
This is my one chord. It's for your one shot / I used to know some 
others but I guess I forgot / This is my one chord. It's for your one 
shot / It's pretty simple. I play. You drink a lot / This is my one 
chord. It's for your one shot 

37 Do the BAC
Here we go now / Come on now / Hey, hey, get moving / Do the 
BAC, come on / Just put that shot down / Balance yourself now / I 
want to see you / Do the BAC, come on / You ready for the BAC? 

/ Come on follow me / Step left, right, left, right / Lift you foot and 
touch your nose, come on / Left, right, heel to toe and / Lift your 
foot and touch your nose / Keep it going now / Come on now show 
me how you / Do the BAC, come on / Just put that shot down / 
Balance yourself now / I want to see you / Do the BAC, come on / 
Let me see you walk that line now / Show me how you do it on 
one foot / Tilt your head back / Tilt your head back / Freeze / Clap 
your hands now

38 Fill It to the Brim
Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it / Fill, 
Fill, Fill it / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it to the 
brim / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / 
Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to 
the brim

39 39th Song
It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing along? / It's the 39th song 
/ Why don't you sing along? / Choosing this number was arbitrary / 
Marking this spot is not necessary / It's the 39th song / Why don't 
you sing along? / There's 38 behind and 21 left until I'm out / But I 
had to fill some space so here's what this song's about / It's the 
39th song / Why don't you sing along? / In case you wondered it's 
XXXIX in Roman numerals / And by now you can tell I'm really 
stretching for material / It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing 
along? / It's what? It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing along?

40 Five Caps
Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by now / Yo ho yo ho / 
You should have five caps by now / Everybody search the ground / 
Hold up all the caps you've found / Everybody search the floor / 
You should find five caps or more / Miller, Yuengling, Bud or Coors / 
If you've got five caps and they're all yours / Then props to you. 
You're on the right track / Reach over your shoulder and pat your 
own back / If four is all you find / You're just a bit behind / Don't 
you worry. Do not fret / This hour's not quite over yet / If you've 
got three or two or one / I'll tell you what needs to be done / Chug 
a beer. Chug a beer. Chug a beer. Chug a beer / Catch up before 
the last song is here / Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by 
now / Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by now

41 Ode to Everyone Underage
This is the ode to everyone underage / The thought is making me 
want to bring back prohibition / The fruits are always better when 
they're forbidden / Now tell me where is the fun of sneaking around 
/ When getting wrecked is totally allowed / This is the ode to 
everyone underage / Enjoy it now cause 21 creeps up on you quickly 
/ Then you get booze at a store. Man, that's way too easy / Right 
now you're looking shifty, acting like nothing's wrong / Hey everyone 
underage, don't sing along / This is the ode to everyone underage

14 Clean Up That Spill
It's inevitable when you play this game / By now someone's 
knocked their bottle down / I know some people that are so bad / 
They'd be better off with a tarp following them around / So get out 
the paper towels / Or toilet paper or Kleenex / Or Fido or your 
friend's sweatshirt / And sop it up / But don't care that much / Only 
do it well enough so no one slips and gets hurt / Clean up that spill 

/ Yeah I'm talking to you / What you think no one noticed? / Clean 
your friend's pants first / Then work on the floor / Clean up that spill

15 People Drinking Boone's
I already said that one is done for our 12-ounce friends / So to the 
Boone's drinkers this song I send / People drinking Boone's / Crack 
open another / People drinking Boone's / One bottle is done / I've 
tried a lot drinks and what I've found is / Nothing says class like 22 
ounces / You know it's good 'cause when you spill it it stains your 
hand / You won't get sick from the alcohol. It's the sugar you can't 
stand / There's a reason this wine has a twist off top you see / 
'Cause it's hard to find a corkscrew at a party / People drinking 
Boone's / Crack open another / People drinking Boone's / One bottle 
is done / People drinking Boone's

16 Pause for the Cause
You can't drink when you're walking down the street because / 
You'll make a mess. You gotta pause for the cause / Don't worry 
about open container laws / 

The bigger problem is getting beer in your schnoz / You gotta 
sip, then walk, then pause for the cause, come on / Sip, walk, then 
pause for the cause, alright / Sip, then walk, then pause for the 
cause, come on / Sip, then walk, then pause for the cause / So next 
time you've got a travel cup and no straw / Just follow this one 
simple law / You gotta sip, walk, then pause for the cause, come on 
/ Sip, then walk, then pause for the cause, alright / Sip, then walk, 
then pause for the cause, yeah / Sip, then walk, then pause for 
the cause

17 Party Tattoos
Party tattoos / You party hard / So hard that you fall / You party 
hard / So hard you hurt your skull / You party hard / So hard you 
hit a wall / Party tattoos / You wake up the next day all black and 
blue / That's what we like to call / Party tattoos / You party hard 
/ So hard that you fall / You party hard / So hard you hurt your skull 
/ You party hard / So hard you hit a wall / Party Tattoos / You 
remember how you got it then it's a bruise / Otherwise you've 

earned that / Party tattoo / You party hard / So hard that you fall 
/ You party hard / So hard you hurt your skull / You party hard / 
So hard you hit a wall / Party tattoos

18 Synonyms for Drunk
In rare form and fried and whiskyfied, ossified, tipsy and tanked and 
sloppy and cranked, blotto, invincible, done, bent, stinko, messed up, 

tore up, lubed up, boozed 

up, liquored up, banged up, lit up, hooched up, buzzed and jazzed 
and glazed, embalmed, ripped and pissed and blitzed and bombed, 
sodden, logged and corked, unsober, shot and sopped and sotally 
tober, smashed, trashed, bashed, mashed, muzzy, fuzzy, dizzy, merry, 
screwed and glowing and nuked and blowing a two / Soaked and 
jiggered and gone and piffled, juiced and happy and seeing triple, 
loaded, polluted, toasted and stupid, inebriated, intoxicated, 
annihilated, saturated, lubricated, marinated, retarded, obliterated, 
pixilated, three sheets to the wind / Licked and plowed and mellow, 
ambushed, cocked and silly and hammered and crushed, drenched 
and wrenched and slammed and wasted, corked and skunked and 
sloshed, slambasted, blasted and plastered,  shellacked and whacked 
and crunk and drunk

19 Emotional Black Hole
Why are you crying? / I don't know / Well can you stop? / No no  
no / Everything was fine three seconds ago / Emotional black hole 
/ The feelings just get out of 

control / Emotional black hole / Tears in your beers / You 
spilled my cup / Or I have the hiccups / I think I'm losing my tan / 
I love you so much man / Emotional black hole / The feelings just 
get out of control / Emotional black hole / Tears in your beers

20 Jesus Loved Power Hours
I'm pretty sure Jesus loved power hours / Refilling kegs with his holy 
powers / Of course he used a sundial to keep time / Instead of beer 
he used wine / Doing shots with the divine / And he'd play songs 
like I saw the sign / And it opened up my eyes. I saw the sign / 
Carpentry was the only way / To make shot glasses in that day / 
This game was something to do besides pray / And they'd do two 
in a row on Christmas Day / I'm pretty sure Jesus loved power hours

21 Drinking With a Helmet
I'm sure your mom will agree / You have to drink responsibly / 
Safety first while you quench your thirst / Drinking with a helmet / 
Alcohol's no longer a threat / Drinking with a helmet / Alcohol's no 
longer a threat / You have to stay protected / For the unexpected 

/ Look like a star while you're at the bar / Drinking with a helmet / 
Alcohol's no longer a threat / Drinking with a helmet / Alcohol's no 
longer a threat

22 I'm Fine Occifer
I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / No that's not an open cup / I just had 
some cough syrup / Maybe you're smelling my mouthwash, hon / 
Hey I have that same gun / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / Don't 

like it when I 

call you "hon", my pal? / Ooo can I play with your Mace a while? 
/ Look occifer there's nothing wrong here / My shoe's untied. Can 
you hold my beer? / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / No need to walk on 
any line / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine

23 Mixed Drinks Too
I know this whole time I've been preaching beer to you / Believe it 
or not this game works with mixed drinks, too / Why not be 
creative? A power hour with food could be the new thing / Or play 
the game with water the next morning / Wine, coffee, milkshakes, 
one for each song / One thing a minute can't possibly be wrong

24 Third Beer Assault
You should be on beer number three and if you are / Throw your 
cap at the one who is not that 

far / If you're keeping up then it's a right that you have 
earned / To hit those slackers and make them learn / You should be 
on beer number three and if you are / Throw your cap at the one 
who is not that far / Ripping tabs off cans is fun / Let that be your 
reprimand weapon / You should be on beer number three and if you 
are / Throw your cap at the one who is not that far

25 Get Out of Couch
Although it might not need to be said / Well I am just giving you a 
warning / You probably won't make it to bed / Where will you be 
tomorrow morning? / You won't want to get out of couch / You 
won't want to get out of couch / You wake up not knowing just 
where you are / Your neck kind of hurts. You might be in the trunk 
of some car / It's unbelievable how comfortable wherever you wake 
up can be / Although it might not need to be said / Well I am just 
giving you a warning / You probably won't make it to bed  / Where 
will you be tomorrow morning? / You won't want to get out of couch 
/ You won't want to get out of couch

26 For Light Beer
Some complain it tastes like water / But I say the less taste the 

1 60 Songs (and They're All One Minute Long)
1, 2, 3 (Let's go) / Yeah this is 60 songs / (Let's go) / And they're 
all one minute long / (Let's go) / Take a shot with every song / 
(Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go) / This is the power 
hour / (Let's go) / Start the clock. It's counting down / (Let's go) 
/ Ready, set, party now / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's 
go) / Do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a 
shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a 
shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot / (Let's go) / Yeah 
this is 60 songs / (Let's go) / Grab your glass and play along / 
(Let's go) / Are you ready to take this on? / (Let's go, let's go, 
let's go, let's go, let's go) / The power hour, yeah, it's 60 songs / 
They're all about drinking and one minute long / And when you hear 
the song change fill it up and throw one back / You've got one hour 
from now to kill that six pack / (Let's go) / Yeah this is 60 songs / 
(Let's go) / And they're all one minute long / (Let's go) / Take a 
shot with every song / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's 
go) / And now you've got it started / (Let's go) / This game's 
coming at you hard / (Let's go) / Ready or not here comes a 
party / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, 
let's go, let's go)

2 It Sounds Like a Good Idea
It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Take off your pants and 
climb that sculpture / Crush a can with your head and yell at the 
bouncer / Punch a wall and sleep at a frat / Race a bus and shave 
the cat / It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Yeah it sounds 
like a good idea but it's not / Pass out in a bush and attempt to fly 
/ Pee on the lawn. Make out with that guy / Give your friend a 
mullet and flush your cell phone / Chat with a cop. Wear a 
construction cone / It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Yeah it 
sounds like a good idea but it's not

3 Drunk Dialing
It's 1 AM and I've got the best idea I've had in a while / I finish 
my shot and reach for my pocket / It's time to drunken dial / I'm 
looking through my dialed calls the next morning and I have found 
/ I made a couple calls to the number 711111# / And then of course 
I called my boss / But I had the phone upside down so it didn't end 
with job loss / Because I'm drunk dialing / Drunk dialing you / You're 
surprised when you make it through the night without a ring at home 
/ That's only because I thought my digital camera was my phone / 
My phone's really at the bottom of a beer / Too bad cause I had 
to say I wish you were here / And what are you wearing? / Because 
I'm drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / 
Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing you

4 Game Within the Game
Since we just started and you're still kind of bored / And you're 
waiting there with your shot already poured / Let's play the game 
within the game / Every time I sing the word "game" to you / 
You've got to take a sip of your brew / It's the game within the 
game / So if you're following in time / You'll know you're already 
five sips behind / It's the game within the game / This game can 

be lots of fun / Especially if I say the word "game" a ton / Game 
game game game game / So by now you're worn out and that's 
not a shame / 'Cause you've been following along for this whole . . 
. thing / It's the game game game game game within the game

5 Shot Glass On a String
Shot glass on a string / Shot glass on a string / Regular glasses get 
lost or fall and shatter / With this brilliant thing let go it doesn't 
matter / Your shirt may get wet but you don't care / 'Cause 
wherever you go that cup's always there / Shot glass on a string / 
Shot glass on a string / I'd like to shake your hand whoever invented 
this thing / Shot glass on a string / Shot glass on a string

6 The Minute's Not Up
I'm drinking even though the minute's not up / 
To all the people that are too 
tough for this 

game / Don't 
get bored and don't you be 

ashamed well / I'm drinking even though the 
minute's not up / Two shots, maybe three or four / One a minute 

doesn't work for you anymore / I'm drinking even though the 
minute's not up /  You've done a super power half hour / And an 
ultra power quarter hour well / I'm drinking even though the minute's 
not up

7 Double Fisting
God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully equipped for 
double fisting / Beer with a side of beer / You probably didn't even 
know something like this existed / But if you're crazy you'll even try 
triple fisting / God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully 
equipped for double fisting / Beer with a side of beer / What's better 
than a beer? Two beers / And this way you can give yourself cheers 
/ God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully equipped for 
double fisting / Beer with a side of beer

8 Done With One
You should be done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs 
so / You should be done with one / If you're staying on track and 
not falling back / Then of course there's the overachievers / And 
they're trying to finish more than eight beers but / You should be 
done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs so / You 
should be done with one / If you're staying on track and not falling 
back / I probably shouldn't mention you've got 52 ahead of you / 
One out of seven and a half ain't bad. So keep on plowing through 
/ You should be done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight 
songs so / You should be done with one / If you're staying on track 
and not falling back / You should make sure the next cap is a twist 
off / Before you use your delicate hand to rip it off / You should be 
done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs so / You 
should be done with one / You should be done with one

9 Drunk Running
Drunk running ooo drunk running / You hardly realize you're doing it 
/ Drunk running ooo drunk running / What a painless way to get fit 
/ Drunk running ooo drunk running / Nothing about it is illegal / Drunk 
running ooo drunk running / Just try your best not to fall / It's the 
best way to get where you're going / And of course it's so much 
fun / If this were a race I would definitely be ahead / I should 
probably enter a decathlon wasted / Drunk running ooo drunk running 
/ You hardly realize you're doing it / Drunk running ooo drunk running 
/ What a painless way to get fit

10 Hermakey
So you had a good night last night / You're by no means sober and 
not nearly hung over / Last night you got wrecked / This morning 
you're perfect / A one, two, three, that's hermakey / You're kind 
of hyper and everything's a little bit murky / Hermakey / You 
wander through the day like you own it and / Everything's funny just 
a little bit and / Your mind wanders. It just won't quit and / Life is 
tons of fun. I must admit / So if you're smart and you think ahead 
/ You'll know these shots aren't for now but tomorrow instead / 
When you wake up and get out of bed well / You'll remember just 
what I said / 'Cause you're hermakey / You're kind of hyper and 
everything's a little bit murky / Hermakey

11 Everybody Wins
Everybody wins / It's the perfect game / There's no competition and 
no shame / The first song you win / The last song you win / This 
song you win / You can't not win / You can play it with a team / 
You can play it by yourself / Well maybe that's not as fun / And 
probably bad for your health / But you'd still win / It's the perfect 
game / There's no competition and no shame / There are no fights 
/ There are no ties / There are no referees that lie / You don't need 
skill and / Everyone participates / You can't lose and / It's even 
great for a first date / 'Cause everybody wins / Everybody wins

12 Pink Elephant
Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant / You stop drinking 
he'll disappear / Do your shot so he'll stay here / Save the pink 
elephant / Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant / Uh, ho, 
ah, come on / Don't kill that cute little guy / Drink or he'll die / 
Don't kill that cute little guy / Drink or he'll die / Save the pink 
elephant / Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant

13 This Bar
Let me tell you a story about this place I go / With all my friends 
every weekend or so / Well I could describe the entrance, the back 
and more / But I couldn't tell you a thing about the exit door / Many 
times I know I've gone into this bar / But when it comes to leaving 
I don't remember that far / I've never left this bar / I've never left 
this bar / I've never left this bar / Maybe it's the people. I know it 
sounds crazy / But something about that place makes everything a 
bit hazy / Well I know I always have a good time at least I believe 
/ Why else would it be that I never want to leave? / Many times I 
know I've gone into this bar / But when it comes to leaving I don't 
remember that far / I've never left this bar / I've never left this bar



42 Power Nap
This is your 60 seconds / To kill the yawns / I'll shut it / You sleep 
a bit

43 Fill It Up Again
What do you do when you finish your drink? / Don't sit there and 
think / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / Is that glass empty? / As 
soon as you get a hand free / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / Now 
say it with me / If you all agree / Fill it up again / Fill it up again / 
While you're busy chanting / That guy just spilled his Yuengling / Fill 
it up again / Fill it up again / So tell me one more time / What's 
that helpful line? / Fill it up again / Fill it up again

44 Salute to Lightweights
(The big guys drink harder) / You can eat before / You can alternate 
with water / No matter what you do / The big guys drink harder / 
Keeping up with tanks is hard to do / So little guys we salute you / 
Lightweights  / Lightweights / (The big guys drink harder) / We'll 
pretend that you're / Not only using half that shot glass / It's kind 
of tough / When you weigh less than a six pack / Keeping up with 
tanks is hard to do / So little guys we salute you / Lightweights / 
Lightweights / (The big guys drink harder)

45 Refill Right After You Drink
I find this song to be / A way to give you wisdom that was given 
to me / A veteran told me what I was doing wrong / So now I'm 
gonna pass this tip along / Refill right after you drink / Then the foam 
has time to settle / Oh refill right after you drink / Or you'll end up 
feeling too full / 90 ounces of beer is a lot / Especially with all that 
foam on top / Your stomach will get full to fast / So listen to me if 
you want to last / Refill right after you drink / Then the foam has 
time to settle / Oh refill right after you drink / Or you'll end up 
feeling too full

46 S Curve Jig
If an officer of the law makes you walk the line / Just give him a 
taste of your dancing divine / It's really easy. Just try to walk 
straight / Inevitably S curves are your fate / It is the S curve jig / 
It is the S curve jig / As you're walking down the street / Just trying 
to play it cool and think you're discreet / Everyone can plainly tell 
/ And it's not only 'cause you fell / It is the S curve jig / It is the 
S curve jig

47 Efficient Drinking
Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even blinking / Efficient 
drinking / If you let your body sober up / While you're sitting sipping 
on that cup / You're not being cost effective / Keep your eye on 
the objective / Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even 
blinking / Efficient drinking / Metabolizing is a waste of time and 
money / Not to mention all of those calories / So until you're rolling 

in it like a rockstar / The smart choice is to be drinking like a 
rockstar / Efficient drinking / No time for thinking / Or even blinking 
/ Efficient drinking 

48 Alcohol Is My Anti-Drug
Substance abuse is terrible kid / Especially the stuff our government 
forbids / Let me tell you drugs are dangerous / You can hurt yourself 
if you're careless / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh / Alcohol is my 
anti-drug / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh Oh Oh Oh Oh/ Take all that 
energy and do something safe / Skip all the pot and have a beer in 
place / Whoa Oh Oh Oh Oh Oooh / Alcohol is my anti-drug

49 Shots In the Shower
When you're soaping up grab that can and pop it / They should 
make liquor on a rope so you can't drop it / Why get clean when 
you're sober? / And in the morning it helps you fight that hangover 
/ It's the best way to start the day / Shots in the shower / Shots in 
the shower / It's the best way to start the day / Shots in the shower 
/ Shots in the shower / Shots in the shower

50 My Liver Hurts

51 Sandwich In a Can
To finish this game you have to be / Very, very hungry / You don't 
need a lunch that is for real / One can is a meal / Ooo Oh Ooo Ah, 
Ooo Oh Ooo Oh Ah / Ooo Oh Ooo Ah, Ooo Oh Ooo Oh Ah / 
Sandwich in a can / Sandwich in a can / Sandwich in a can / 
Sandwich in a can

52 Cheers for No Reason
Everybody cheers for no reason / Lift it up. Cheers for no reason / 
Come on now cheers for no reason / Raise you glass and cheers for 
no reason / Cheers, here's to absolutely nothing / Cheers, here's to 
absolutely nothing / On three everybody raise your glass / Now one, 
two, three / Everybody cheers for no reason / Lift it up. Cheers for 
no reason / Come on now cheers for no reason / Raise you glass 
and cheers for no reason / La la la la la / On three everybody raise 
your glass / Now one, two, three

53 Build a Beeramid
Everybody build a beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid /  
Everybody get together / Let's build a giant sculpture / Everybody 
build a beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid / By now there's 
enough empties / To make one taller than me / Everybody build a 
beeramid / Everybody build a beeramid

54 Song In the Key of an Empty
(Come on play it for me) / I wrote this song in G with one intent / 
To turn your empty bottle into an instrument / This song was made 
for you to join in / Empty that 12-ounce bottle and blow in / This is 
the song in the key of an empty / So why don't you help me / This 

is the song in the key of an empty / That bottle plays a G / This is 
the song in the key of an empty / Come on and play with me / 
This is the song in the key of an empty / Come on play your empty

55 Bar Fight
I think that guy just looked at you funny / Someone walked away 
with your money / Come on I'm trying to incite / Bar fight / 
Someone stepped on your shoe / Bumped your arm and made you 
spill your brew / Grab that bottle and give it a crack / Make your 
girlfriend have to hold you back / Come on I'm trying to incite / Bar 
fight / Make sure your opponent has a crew / More guys to beat 
the crap out of you / Don't make me go back to the spot / The 
song "It Sounds Like a Good Idea But It's Not" / Bar fight

56 You Won't Remember This Song
At this point your memory is gone / You won't remember this song 
/ I could screw it up and sing it all wrong / You won't remember this 
song / I could even do grammar wrong / You won't remember this 
song / It doesn't even have to rhyme / You won't remember 
this song

57 This Song Drunk
Uh, ho, one, two, three, four / I wrote this song drunk / I might be 
playing this song drunk / You're probably hearing this song drunk / 
Mmm this song drunk / Come on, oh yeah, now don't you think it's 
fitting / That I would write a song when I've been drinking / 'Cause 
this right here it is a power hour / And you're drunk, too / I wrote 
this song drunk / Something this song drunk / La la this song drunk 
/ Mmm this song drunk / Now don't you dare go trying this at home 
/ Just leave drunk art to trained professionals / 'Cause I thought this 
would help me be creative / But I was wrong / I wrote this song 
drunk / You are this song drunk / This is this song drunk / Mmm this 
song drunk

58 You're Almost There
You're almost there / So don't despair / Two more shots if you 
weren't aware / You must feel like a millionaire / Will you finish if 
you dare? / Any more shots you cannot bear / And to finish up 
you're trying to share / To have to drink so much isn't fair / You 
didn't think you had a prayer / And if you cheat no one will care / 
If you missed a shot you're unaware / You don't look drunk I swear 
/ Don't look at others to compare / To get this far is really rare / 
It's 90 ounces total so beware / Now go ahead and fix your hair / 
Is that what you're gonna wear? / Because you must prepare / To 
go out into the night air / Or maybe just pass out right there / All 
you can do is sit and stare / Just don't fall out of your chair / You're 
almost there

59 But You Drink Instead
Sometimes you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you 
have a ______ but you drink instead / Kid, project due, prescription 
to take / Career, need to shower, phone call to make / Sometimes 
you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you have a 
______ but you drink instead / Bill to pay, dog to walk, family reunion 
/ Yard to mow, meal to eat, something that's not fun / Sometimes 
you have a ______ but you drink instead / Sometimes you have a 
______ but you drink instead

60 The End
Congratulations! The end / Feel free to start again / Congratulations! 
The end / Congratulations! The end / Feel free to start again / 
Congratulations! The end

better / Imagine playing this game with Guinness / And that's why I 
have to thank goodness / For light beer / It's almost clear / And 
you can drink more / Before you hit the floor / Keg stands with dark 
ales wouldn't be as fun I think / Why party with booze your grandpa 
likes to drink? / If your beer's as thick as syrup you have to drink 
less / And that's why I have to thank goodness / For light beer / 
It's almost clear / And you can drink more / Before you hit 
the floor

27 Text Someone That's Not Here
It's that time you start feeling a little weird / Go ahead and text 
someone that's not here / What better way for you to waste ten 
cents? / Just make sure you don't send to your parents / Type what 
you're thinking and then hit send / It's OK if you spelled "of" with a 
colon / Go ahead and text someone that's not here / Who needs 
home keys when you've got a thumb? / Let's just hope T9 predicts 
the right one / Or maybe send some swear words to your ex / Or 
tell your friend you're at "clip drinking hand concept" / Go ahead 
and text someone that's not here

28 Truth Serum
Honesty seems to be so easy with booze / Though I think people 
would tell the truth if you secretly gave them O'Doul's / Either way 
drinking's a good excuse to tell the truth / Maybe you do look fat 
in that / Or I hooked up with your roommate Matt / It was actually 
me that killed the cat / Of course I can tell your boobs are fake / 
That vegetarian meal was actually steak / This relationship sucks. I 
need a break / I kind of think Mickey Mouse is hot / And Kenny G 
is my weak spot / I watch porn a whole lot / If you want the facts 
from your friends then beer 'em / 'Cause alcohol is truth serum

29 This Frat Sucks
No matter where you're at / This chant's appropriate / THIS FRAT 
SUCKS / THIS FRAT SUCKS / If the music stops awkwardly / Tell the DJ 
angrily / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS FRAT SUCKS / Well you are singing 
along / And then something goes wrong / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS FRAT 
SUCKS / Weddings, office parties, church / There's no wrong place to 
use these words / THIS FRAT SUCKS / THIS frat . . . sucks . . . / Come 
on, really? /  This frat sucks

30 Halfway
You're halfway! / You're halfway! / You're halfway! / You're 
halfway! / You're halfway! / You're halfway!

31 These Songs Keep Getting Faster
Remember back at the beginning / Sixty seconds seemed so long / 
And you'd sit there waiting / Just to move to the next song / But 
then the minutes passed and / I kept on singing / And funny now it 
seems that / Everyone is thinking / These songs keep getting faster 
/ That was not a minute long / By the time you've filled your shot 
glass / You're already on to the next song / I swear I'm not 
changing / And starting a new song before the minute's through / 
But maybe you shouldn't trust me / And maybe it's true / These 
songs keep getting faster / That was not a minute long / By the time 
you've filled your shot glass / You're already on to the next song / 
So time is disappearing / As you finish this hour of power / And that's 
the mystery of / Going zero to sixty in one hour / These songs keep 
getting faster

32 If You're Wasted and You Know It
If you're wasted and you know it you're not wasted / If you're 

wasted and you know it you're not wasted / If you're really truly 
gone / You will think that nothing's wrong / If you really think you're 
drunk you're probably wrong / If you're smashed and you know it 
you should drink / If you're smashed and you know it you should 
drink / If you're actually that cranked / You will think that you're a 
tank / And you'll tell your friends that you have barely drank / If 
you're slammed and you know it you're not slammed / If you're 
slammed and you know it you're not slammed / If you could blow 
a two / You will probably have no clue / So if you think you're 
slammed finish your brew / If you're wrecked and you know it 
you're probably wrong / If you're wrecked and you know it you're 
probably wrong / Looking back tomorrow / Is the only way to know 
/ And you probably won't remember I told you so

33 Liquid Blank
If it's cold out and you don't like it / Take another shot for a liquid 
blanket / Or maybe it's wet out and you're not a rain kind of fellow 
/ Then finish your beer. You'll need a liquid umbrella / You're really 
drunk but you've got to travel far / Turn that feeling into a liquid car 
/ Or you're outside and the snow is falling on your head / Thank 
goodness you've got that liquid sled / If you're almost passing out 
you won't hit the cement and say, "ouch" / 'Cause you can lay 
yourself down on that liquid couch / So you're not that strong but 
you want a tough guy badge / Take a l i tt le sip of that 
liquid courage

34 Break the Seal
It's a puzzle that just drinking down a small ounce one by one / 
Could completely fill your bladder long before the hour's done / You 
can't bear to miss the action, will not leave and miss a song / But 
you find that you can only really hold it for so long / Did you make 
it to the bathroom or is your seat a little wet? / What I really want 
to know is did you break the seal yet? / If you didn't break it yet 
you're holding out cause when you do / You know you'll go 20 more 
times before the hour's through / And that can get risky cause when 
you run to the pot / You can only spend a minute there or else you'll 
miss a shot / Perhaps you haven't gone cause you're trying to win 
a bet / Have you given up your wager? Did you break the 
seal yet?

35 Instrumental

36 One Chord for One Shot
This is my one chord. It's for your one shot / I used to know some 
others but I guess I forgot / This is my one chord. It's for your one 
shot / It's pretty simple. I play. You drink a lot / This is my one 
chord. It's for your one shot 

37 Do the BAC
Here we go now / Come on now / Hey, hey, get moving / Do the 
BAC, come on / Just put that shot down / Balance yourself now / I 
want to see you / Do the BAC, come on / You ready for the BAC? 

/ Come on follow me / Step left, right, left, right / Lift you foot and 
touch your nose, come on / Left, right, heel to toe and / Lift your 
foot and touch your nose / Keep it going now / Come on now show 
me how you / Do the BAC, come on / Just put that shot down / 
Balance yourself now / I want to see you / Do the BAC, come on / 
Let me see you walk that line now / Show me how you do it on 
one foot / Tilt your head back / Tilt your head back / Freeze / Clap 
your hands now

38 Fill It to the Brim
Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it / Fill, 
Fill, Fill it / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it to the 
brim / Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill, Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / 
Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to the brim / Fill it to 
the brim

39 39th Song
It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing along? / It's the 39th song 
/ Why don't you sing along? / Choosing this number was arbitrary / 
Marking this spot is not necessary / It's the 39th song / Why don't 
you sing along? / There's 38 behind and 21 left until I'm out / But I 
had to fill some space so here's what this song's about / It's the 
39th song / Why don't you sing along? / In case you wondered it's 
XXXIX in Roman numerals / And by now you can tell I'm really 
stretching for material / It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing 
along? / It's what? It's the 39th song / Why don't you sing along?

40 Five Caps
Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by now / Yo ho yo ho / 
You should have five caps by now / Everybody search the ground / 
Hold up all the caps you've found / Everybody search the floor / 
You should find five caps or more / Miller, Yuengling, Bud or Coors / 
If you've got five caps and they're all yours / Then props to you. 
You're on the right track / Reach over your shoulder and pat your 
own back / If four is all you find / You're just a bit behind / Don't 
you worry. Do not fret / This hour's not quite over yet / If you've 
got three or two or one / I'll tell you what needs to be done / Chug 
a beer. Chug a beer. Chug a beer. Chug a beer / Catch up before 
the last song is here / Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by 
now / Yo ho yo ho / You should have five caps by now

41 Ode to Everyone Underage
This is the ode to everyone underage / The thought is making me 
want to bring back prohibition / The fruits are always better when 
they're forbidden / Now tell me where is the fun of sneaking around 
/ When getting wrecked is totally allowed / This is the ode to 
everyone underage / Enjoy it now cause 21 creeps up on you quickly 
/ Then you get booze at a store. Man, that's way too easy / Right 
now you're looking shifty, acting like nothing's wrong / Hey everyone 
underage, don't sing along / This is the ode to everyone underage

14 Clean Up That Spill
It's inevitable when you play this game / By now someone's 
knocked their bottle down / I know some people that are so bad / 
They'd be better off with a tarp following them around / So get out 
the paper towels / Or toilet paper or Kleenex / Or Fido or your 
friend's sweatshirt / And sop it up / But don't care that much / Only 
do it well enough so no one slips and gets hurt / Clean up that spill 

/ Yeah I'm talking to you / What you think no one noticed? / Clean 
your friend's pants first / Then work on the floor / Clean up that spill

15 People Drinking Boone's
I already said that one is done for our 12-ounce friends / So to the 
Boone's drinkers this song I send / People drinking Boone's / Crack 
open another / People drinking Boone's / One bottle is done / I've 
tried a lot drinks and what I've found is / Nothing says class like 22 
ounces / You know it's good 'cause when you spill it it stains your 
hand / You won't get sick from the alcohol. It's the sugar you can't 
stand / There's a reason this wine has a twist off top you see / 
'Cause it's hard to find a corkscrew at a party / People drinking 
Boone's / Crack open another / People drinking Boone's / One bottle 
is done / People drinking Boone's

16 Pause for the Cause
You can't drink when you're walking down the street because / 
You'll make a mess. You gotta pause for the cause / Don't worry 
about open container laws / 

The bigger problem is getting beer in your schnoz / You gotta 
sip, then walk, then pause for the cause, come on / Sip, walk, then 
pause for the cause, alright / Sip, then walk, then pause for the 
cause, come on / Sip, then walk, then pause for the cause / So next 
time you've got a travel cup and no straw / Just follow this one 
simple law / You gotta sip, walk, then pause for the cause, come on 
/ Sip, then walk, then pause for the cause, alright / Sip, then walk, 
then pause for the cause, yeah / Sip, then walk, then pause for 
the cause

17 Party Tattoos
Party tattoos / You party hard / So hard that you fall / You party 
hard / So hard you hurt your skull / You party hard / So hard you 
hit a wall / Party tattoos / You wake up the next day all black and 
blue / That's what we like to call / Party tattoos / You party hard 
/ So hard that you fall / You party hard / So hard you hurt your skull 
/ You party hard / So hard you hit a wall / Party Tattoos / You 
remember how you got it then it's a bruise / Otherwise you've 

earned that / Party tattoo / You party hard / So hard that you fall 
/ You party hard / So hard you hurt your skull / You party hard / 
So hard you hit a wall / Party tattoos

18 Synonyms for Drunk
In rare form and fried and whiskyfied, ossified, tipsy and tanked and 
sloppy and cranked, blotto, invincible, done, bent, stinko, messed up, 

tore up, lubed up, boozed 

up, liquored up, banged up, lit up, hooched up, buzzed and jazzed 
and glazed, embalmed, ripped and pissed and blitzed and bombed, 
sodden, logged and corked, unsober, shot and sopped and sotally 
tober, smashed, trashed, bashed, mashed, muzzy, fuzzy, dizzy, merry, 
screwed and glowing and nuked and blowing a two / Soaked and 
jiggered and gone and piffled, juiced and happy and seeing triple, 
loaded, polluted, toasted and stupid, inebriated, intoxicated, 
annihilated, saturated, lubricated, marinated, retarded, obliterated, 
pixilated, three sheets to the wind / Licked and plowed and mellow, 
ambushed, cocked and silly and hammered and crushed, drenched 
and wrenched and slammed and wasted, corked and skunked and 
sloshed, slambasted, blasted and plastered,  shellacked and whacked 
and crunk and drunk

19 Emotional Black Hole
Why are you crying? / I don't know / Well can you stop? / No no  
no / Everything was fine three seconds ago / Emotional black hole 
/ The feelings just get out of 

control / Emotional black hole / Tears in your beers / You 
spilled my cup / Or I have the hiccups / I think I'm losing my tan / 
I love you so much man / Emotional black hole / The feelings just 
get out of control / Emotional black hole / Tears in your beers

20 Jesus Loved Power Hours
I'm pretty sure Jesus loved power hours / Refilling kegs with his holy 
powers / Of course he used a sundial to keep time / Instead of beer 
he used wine / Doing shots with the divine / And he'd play songs 
like I saw the sign / And it opened up my eyes. I saw the sign / 
Carpentry was the only way / To make shot glasses in that day / 
This game was something to do besides pray / And they'd do two 
in a row on Christmas Day / I'm pretty sure Jesus loved power hours

21 Drinking With a Helmet
I'm sure your mom will agree / You have to drink responsibly / 
Safety first while you quench your thirst / Drinking with a helmet / 
Alcohol's no longer a threat / Drinking with a helmet / Alcohol's no 
longer a threat / You have to stay protected / For the unexpected 

/ Look like a star while you're at the bar / Drinking with a helmet / 
Alcohol's no longer a threat / Drinking with a helmet / Alcohol's no 
longer a threat

22 I'm Fine Occifer
I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / No that's not an open cup / I just had 
some cough syrup / Maybe you're smelling my mouthwash, hon / 
Hey I have that same gun / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / Don't 

like it when I 

call you "hon", my pal? / Ooo can I play with your Mace a while? 
/ Look occifer there's nothing wrong here / My shoe's untied. Can 
you hold my beer? / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine / No need to walk on 
any line / I'm fine occifer. I'm fine

23 Mixed Drinks Too
I know this whole time I've been preaching beer to you / Believe it 
or not this game works with mixed drinks, too / Why not be 
creative? A power hour with food could be the new thing / Or play 
the game with water the next morning / Wine, coffee, milkshakes, 
one for each song / One thing a minute can't possibly be wrong

24 Third Beer Assault
You should be on beer number three and if you are / Throw your 
cap at the one who is not that 

far / If you're keeping up then it's a right that you have 
earned / To hit those slackers and make them learn / You should be 
on beer number three and if you are / Throw your cap at the one 
who is not that far / Ripping tabs off cans is fun / Let that be your 
reprimand weapon / You should be on beer number three and if you 
are / Throw your cap at the one who is not that far

25 Get Out of Couch
Although it might not need to be said / Well I am just giving you a 
warning / You probably won't make it to bed / Where will you be 
tomorrow morning? / You won't want to get out of couch / You 
won't want to get out of couch / You wake up not knowing just 
where you are / Your neck kind of hurts. You might be in the trunk 
of some car / It's unbelievable how comfortable wherever you wake 
up can be / Although it might not need to be said / Well I am just 
giving you a warning / You probably won't make it to bed  / Where 
will you be tomorrow morning? / You won't want to get out of couch 
/ You won't want to get out of couch

26 For Light Beer
Some complain it tastes like water / But I say the less taste the 

1 60 Songs (and They're All One Minute Long)
1, 2, 3 (Let's go) / Yeah this is 60 songs / (Let's go) / And they're 
all one minute long / (Let's go) / Take a shot with every song / 
(Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go) / This is the power 
hour / (Let's go) / Start the clock. It's counting down / (Let's go) 
/ Ready, set, party now / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's 
go) / Do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a 
shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a 
shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot, do a shot / (Let's go) / Yeah 
this is 60 songs / (Let's go) / Grab your glass and play along / 
(Let's go) / Are you ready to take this on? / (Let's go, let's go, 
let's go, let's go, let's go) / The power hour, yeah, it's 60 songs / 
They're all about drinking and one minute long / And when you hear 
the song change fill it up and throw one back / You've got one hour 
from now to kill that six pack / (Let's go) / Yeah this is 60 songs / 
(Let's go) / And they're all one minute long / (Let's go) / Take a 
shot with every song / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, let's go, let's 
go) / And now you've got it started / (Let's go) / This game's 
coming at you hard / (Let's go) / Ready or not here comes a 
party / (Let's go, let's go, let's go, 
let's go, let's go)

2 It Sounds Like a Good Idea
It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Take off your pants and 
climb that sculpture / Crush a can with your head and yell at the 
bouncer / Punch a wall and sleep at a frat / Race a bus and shave 
the cat / It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Yeah it sounds 
like a good idea but it's not / Pass out in a bush and attempt to fly 
/ Pee on the lawn. Make out with that guy / Give your friend a 
mullet and flush your cell phone / Chat with a cop. Wear a 
construction cone / It sounds like a good idea but it's not / Yeah it 
sounds like a good idea but it's not

3 Drunk Dialing
It's 1 AM and I've got the best idea I've had in a while / I finish 
my shot and reach for my pocket / It's time to drunken dial / I'm 
looking through my dialed calls the next morning and I have found 
/ I made a couple calls to the number 711111# / And then of course 
I called my boss / But I had the phone upside down so it didn't end 
with job loss / Because I'm drunk dialing / Drunk dialing you / You're 
surprised when you make it through the night without a ring at home 
/ That's only because I thought my digital camera was my phone / 
My phone's really at the bottom of a beer / Too bad cause I had 
to say I wish you were here / And what are you wearing? / Because 
I'm drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing / 
Drunk dialing / Drunk dialing you

4 Game Within the Game
Since we just started and you're still kind of bored / And you're 
waiting there with your shot already poured / Let's play the game 
within the game / Every time I sing the word "game" to you / 
You've got to take a sip of your brew / It's the game within the 
game / So if you're following in time / You'll know you're already 
five sips behind / It's the game within the game / This game can 

be lots of fun / Especially if I say the word "game" a ton / Game 
game game game game / So by now you're worn out and that's 
not a shame / 'Cause you've been following along for this whole . . 
. thing / It's the game game game game game within the game

5 Shot Glass On a String
Shot glass on a string / Shot glass on a string / Regular glasses get 
lost or fall and shatter / With this brilliant thing let go it doesn't 
matter / Your shirt may get wet but you don't care / 'Cause 
wherever you go that cup's always there / Shot glass on a string / 
Shot glass on a string / I'd like to shake your hand whoever invented 
this thing / Shot glass on a string / Shot glass on a string

6 The Minute's Not Up
I'm drinking even though the minute's not up / 
To all the people that are too 
tough for this 

game / Don't 
get bored and don't you be 

ashamed well / I'm drinking even though the 
minute's not up / Two shots, maybe three or four / One a minute 

doesn't work for you anymore / I'm drinking even though the 
minute's not up /  You've done a super power half hour / And an 
ultra power quarter hour well / I'm drinking even though the minute's 
not up

7 Double Fisting
God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully equipped for 
double fisting / Beer with a side of beer / You probably didn't even 
know something like this existed / But if you're crazy you'll even try 
triple fisting / God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully 
equipped for double fisting / Beer with a side of beer / What's better 
than a beer? Two beers / And this way you can give yourself cheers 
/ God gave you two hands for a reason / You're fully equipped for 
double fisting / Beer with a side of beer

8 Done With One
You should be done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs 
so / You should be done with one / If you're staying on track and 
not falling back / Then of course there's the overachievers / And 
they're trying to finish more than eight beers but / You should be 
done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs so / You 
should be done with one / If you're staying on track and not falling 
back / I probably shouldn't mention you've got 52 ahead of you / 
One out of seven and a half ain't bad. So keep on plowing through 
/ You should be done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight 
songs so / You should be done with one / If you're staying on track 
and not falling back / You should make sure the next cap is a twist 
off / Before you use your delicate hand to rip it off / You should be 
done with one / That's twelve ounces and eight songs so / You 
should be done with one / You should be done with one

9 Drunk Running
Drunk running ooo drunk running / You hardly realize you're doing it 
/ Drunk running ooo drunk running / What a painless way to get fit 
/ Drunk running ooo drunk running / Nothing about it is illegal / Drunk 
running ooo drunk running / Just try your best not to fall / It's the 
best way to get where you're going / And of course it's so much 
fun / If this were a race I would definitely be ahead / I should 
probably enter a decathlon wasted / Drunk running ooo drunk running 
/ You hardly realize you're doing it / Drunk running ooo drunk running 
/ What a painless way to get fit

10 Hermakey
So you had a good night last night / You're by no means sober and 
not nearly hung over / Last night you got wrecked / This morning 
you're perfect / A one, two, three, that's hermakey / You're kind 
of hyper and everything's a little bit murky / Hermakey / You 
wander through the day like you own it and / Everything's funny just 
a little bit and / Your mind wanders. It just won't quit and / Life is 
tons of fun. I must admit / So if you're smart and you think ahead 
/ You'll know these shots aren't for now but tomorrow instead / 
When you wake up and get out of bed well / You'll remember just 
what I said / 'Cause you're hermakey / You're kind of hyper and 
everything's a little bit murky / Hermakey

11 Everybody Wins
Everybody wins / It's the perfect game / There's no competition and 
no shame / The first song you win / The last song you win / This 
song you win / You can't not win / You can play it with a team / 
You can play it by yourself / Well maybe that's not as fun / And 
probably bad for your health / But you'd still win / It's the perfect 
game / There's no competition and no shame / There are no fights 
/ There are no ties / There are no referees that lie / You don't need 
skill and / Everyone participates / You can't lose and / It's even 
great for a first date / 'Cause everybody wins / Everybody wins

12 Pink Elephant
Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant / You stop drinking 
he'll disappear / Do your shot so he'll stay here / Save the pink 
elephant / Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant / Uh, ho, 
ah, come on / Don't kill that cute little guy / Drink or he'll die / 
Don't kill that cute little guy / Drink or he'll die / Save the pink 
elephant / Save the pink elephant / Save the pink elephant

13 This Bar
Let me tell you a story about this place I go / With all my friends 
every weekend or so / Well I could describe the entrance, the back 
and more / But I couldn't tell you a thing about the exit door / Many 
times I know I've gone into this bar / But when it comes to leaving 
I don't remember that far / I've never left this bar / I've never left 
this bar / I've never left this bar / Maybe it's the people. I know it 
sounds crazy / But something about that place makes everything a 
bit hazy / Well I know I always have a good time at least I believe 
/ Why else would it be that I never want to leave? / Many times I 
know I've gone into this bar / But when it comes to leaving I don't 
remember that far / I've never left this bar / I've never left this bar



This USB shot glass comes with an exclusive bonus track. Sixty and a Half is 
a 30-second song for that extra kick at the end of your power hour. Add 
track number 60.5 to your playlist to make your power hour a half shot better 
than all the rest. Because what you need after 90 ounces of beer . . . is slightly 
more beer.

This USB shot glass also comes with an exclusive poster of 
The Power Hour Album cover. Print it out and hang it up 
to remind you how great power hours are. The poster 
even works while you're sober!

Find where Ali is playing The Power Hour Album at her live drinking game concerts.

www.powerhouralbum.com
You can also check out concert photos, news, videos, power hour merchandise and lots 
more.

THE PLEDGE: I, as a member of The Power Hour League, 
pledge to spread the glorious power hour game to all that 
have not had the pleasure of experiencing its wonder. I 
will encourage party organizers to add a power hour to 
their event planning. I will lead by example and bring my 
party face to all of Ali's power hours and rock so hard 
that it falls off.

Take the pledge and join The Power Hour League at 

www.join.powerhouralbum.com 
You'll get drinking game concert updates, news and exclusive offers and 

downloads from Ali.

Facebook www.facebook.com/alispagnola

Twitter www.twitter.com/alispagnola

YouTube www.youtube.com/alispags

Get power hour updates right to your phone 

Text POWERHOUR to 66174 
Text STOP at any time to unsubscribe

At track 27 of The Power Hour Album, 
you are encouraged to "Text Someone 
That's Not Here". Well, now you can 
text Ali! 

Text SHOT27 followed by 

YOUR MESSAGE to 66174 
to send Ali a drunk text.

Check out all the drunk texts sent to Ali at 
www.shot27.powerhouralbum.com 
and vote for your favorites.


